
Introduction 

A useful overview of the development of the IB is proc:ded by the 
following division into four time periods: 
1 Exvloratorv veriod - 1962-66 

During this time, syllabi and a subject scheme were drawn up; some 
provisional university recognition was negotiated. 

2 Trial examinations 1967-69 
The number cf subjects offered at the May/June nial examinations 
increased each year; feedback was obtained to improve the process prior 
to offering the full battery of subjects for the IB diploma. 

3 Experimental period 1970-70 
The 1967 Sevres mnference had decided to proceed with a six year 
experimental period form 1970 to 1975. Thir was extended at the 1974 
SPvres ~onference to June 1996 to allow time for permanent funding 
~egotiations to take place in the face of an impending refusal from 
LJESCO to take over the IB Office. 

4 GL7.,erational period - 1976 to the uresent 
The IB became permanently established but contii~ually evolved 
particularIy in response to suggestions concerying the development of 
curricula and assessment techniques. 

I he trial and experimental periods relate specially to the execution stage 
of the policy prGcess where the IB program was delivered and then 
inodified in terms of content, format, assessmerit methods and delivery 
as a result of consumer feedback, All other stages o i  the policy process 
operated, often non-sequentially, during the above time periods. During 
the trialling of curricula and examinations the execution stage leads back 
to the design ~f ihe "inshumeat" and the administration stage as 
adjustments znd re- isi ions are made in the light of experience. The non- 
linear nature of the policy process is again evident and is highlighted by 
comparing, for instance, the dates of ex,;irtion stage events with those OX 
the design artd adminishation stag- (see Chapter It). The execuk~on stage 
may link back to the definition of the problem or any other of the stages 
of pollcy frrmat~on and implementation. 

This study is not concerned with ev-nts on a world-wide scale after 1978. 
Acriuitiez until Lwo years after the end of the exyzrimental period may be 
€quaked with the rapid growth d a precwicious child during his or her 
infancy. The II3 has never s'opped develuning but now it is a mature 
adolescent tnd therefore proceeds at a sldwer and firmer pace. There is nc 
type of occlutence after 1978 to the prewnt which is not adequately 
represented by similar events during the exploratory, trial and 
experimentat periods. 
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Exec~tion is the final stage of implementation in the policy process 
framework of this study. This stage is concerned with putting the policy 
decisiur into practice. The "treatment" has been designed, 
implementation planning has taken place, the plans have been activated 
during the administration stage and now the product is delivered to the 
clients 

Xn this chapter the execution stage focuses on the trial examinations 1957- 
69 and the experimental period 1970-76. The Sevres conference of 1974 
and its recommendations for the future of the IB are discussed. Sample 
school profila provide a feeling for the diversity of institutions and how 
and why the It3 was adopted. The crucial question of university 
recogrition is discussed from a number of perspectives: universities are 
important recipient actors of the IB. The mechanisms for evaluation of 
the "treatment" and its administration are presented. After the IB 
program hau been executed some teachers, headmasters and education 
officials stated that it was elitist; this claim is explored. The influential 
factor of international diffusion is then discussed and the impcrtance of 
its :mpact at the execution stage. Before the final synthesis, a section 
presents actors during this stage as deliverers and recipients and d~scusses 
the reasons for their actions. 

Trial Examinatinns 1967-69 

The first execution concerned only one subject of what was to become the 
18. It occurred in June 1963 when four students from the International 
School of Geneva sat the ISA contemporary histcry examination. One of 
these sh~dents was accepted as a sophomore at Marvard (ISES Report, 
February 1464) Other subjects began to be developed but papers were not 
set in any subject other than contemporary history until 1967 (Madehose 
1971: 3). 

fa June 1967 a total of 147 students took Mat examinations in history and 
gmg-aphy at the International School nf Ge~eva ,  Istin and physics at 
Atlantic Ca!!ege and mtdem Iaguages at hth .  !n May 180E Dial 
exan-lnations took place as shown in Table 10.1 

Schcrol No of Candidates 
Atlantic College 169 
I n t e r n a t i ~ ~ ~ a l  School of Geneva 94 
U M 5 ,  New York 12 
International College, Beirut 48 
Internat~onal Wigb School, Copenhagen 8 
Iranzamin International School, Teheran - I 

Nerth Manchester High School foe Girls 11 
Total 349 

T&Fablc l 0  Z Schools and Candidates Participating in Trial IB Examinations 
1968 (Peterson 1972: 18-19). 
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These seven schools offered an expanad group of subjects: languages A 
a i ~ d  B, biology, chemistry, economics, hisrory, Latin, mathematics, 
philosophy and physics (ISA R e p r t  on the International Baccalaureate 
August 1967 to July 1968). 

rrial examinations occurred in IN9 when 720 candidates registered for 
one or mare of the following subjects: 

modern languages A & B physics 
mathematics 
plastic arts 

philosophy music 
economics Latin 

Jassical Greek 

St Germain-en-Laye entered 148 candidates with the full approval of the 
French ministry of education. There was a very satisfactory correiation 
between the results .sf these siudents in the French baccalaureate and the 
i B  subjects. The majority took certificate subjecb only but 18 out of Xf 
were successful with the full diploma of six subjets (ISA Report on the 
I~ternational Baccalaureate August 1968 to july 1969). There were thirttien 
schwls :aking part, six more than in the previous year: Atlantic College, 
Iilternational College (Beirut), Copenhagen I~ternational High School, 
Ecole Nouvelle de Chailly (Lausanne), Frankfurt International School, 
International Sc5ml of Geneva, Lyche de St Germain-en-Laye, Gmthe 
Gymnasium (Frankfurt), 1nternatioi.-l School (Ibadan, Nigeria), British 
Schml fhfontevideo, Urnway), mIS, Santiago College and Iranzamin 
International Schtiol in Teheran [Peterson 1972: 27-25). 

Overall l; i% of the stud :nts passed. A xumber of candidates had not had 
an education direcily oriented towards the IB, k a * s e  their schmls were 
still tied to national exams, This was evident in less traditional 
assessment techniqum such as multiple-rhaice questions where some 
candidat6 penali&d themselves by guessing. Lnstead af "&srussing;' a 
number of candidat= reproduced facts and statistics or all they knew in 
any order without an apparent logic to the presentation. Both teachers 
and students a g e d  that they preferred e.xamir?zkiorrs which demandeA a i ! 
persdnal effort of analysis and synthesis rather ihan simpIe recat1 of faas 
11B0 Semi-Amual Bulletin n3 November i%3: 9). 

Experimental Perind 1970-76 

The experimental period af six (later extended to seven) sears kgan in 
1970. The conditions of t h ~ s  period were that not more than 500 students 
per ygkr would do  the full 18 diploma examination and it wmdd be 
offered only to a selected group of international schmls of high standing. 
In return universities offered provisional recognition of the 1s. The 
experiment was to be waluated by the IB Oxford Research Unit. 



The May 1970 examination session was the first of the examinations of 
the experirnefital period during which only students attending schools 
officidly accepted by :he IBO could present themselves for the full  
diploma or any number up to five single certificate sub&ts. (A student 
taking six subjets chosen from each grouping and completing the Theory 
of Knewledge, extended essay and CA5 would qualify as a full diploma 
ca~didate). Twenty-nine candidates sat for the full diploma and 312 
registered for one to five subjects; that is, as certificaie candidates in ihe 
iirst experimental examination (IBO Annual Bulletin nl  l November 
1975: 23). 

The Xav 1970 ex~nination session was also the last of the trial 
examinations where, from 1967 any student from a schoof willing to 
teach an It3 course, had been rvelcome to sit any number of subjects up to 
six [the full dipioma). There were 413 "trial" candidates; henceforth only 
students from officially recognised schools could present themselves. 

Tab!e TO.2 provides statistical information for the experinzental period 
showing the number of candidares, success rates and the number of 
schools presenting candidates each year. Details concerning the names of 
the schools, their location and wheti er government or non-government 
are included in the section entitled "Participating Schools." 

number of shools 

;andidstes enterd 

dig na candidates 

diploma; awarded 

ccrtlfzcate candidate 

C: passes ( d ~ p  dr cert) 76 

* officia: csndidsms only 

Table 10.2 13 Examination Statistics for the Experimental Period 1970-76 
(IBQ Annual Bulletins n l l  November 1975: 23 & n12 
November 1476: 22-23) 

The number of different nationalities taking the IB dram 1970 to 1974 
totalled 104. More than 40 students were represented in each of the 
following national groups during that time: 

USA 271 Fed Rep of Germany 72 - 
UK 222 Uruguay 53 
Iran 126 Nigeria 50 
Canad? lOEl Spain 46 
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France 81 Denmark 41 
(IEO Annual Bulletin nlZ November 1976: 16). 

The inerease in numbers over this seven year periad is indicative of the 
Interest and satisfaction with the IB murses and examinations. The table 
dws not show the percentage of diploma candidates compared with all 
candidates who sat, but from 6% in 1970 this rose to a peak of 37% in 1974 
and 1975 and was 35% rn 1976. This is partly due to the fact that some 
schools abandoned national ivrricula and taught the IB exclusively 
which is a confirmallon of faith in the new international program. Five 
schools were reported to be phasing out nearly all tearhlng for national 
exams in favour of teaching the IB exclusively by 1973: Ecole Nouvelle 
(Lausanne), International School of Geneva, Iranzamin International 
School (Teheran), UN15 (New York) and the UWC of the Atlantic 
Semi-Annual Bulletin n4 May 1970: 11) The limit of 500 full diploma 
candidates was not attained during the first six years but was surpassed in 
the additional year of the experimental period. In 1976 schools entering 
over 100 candidates (for certificate .sr diplomasf were: 

W C  of the Atlantic, Wales 315 
W C  of the Pacific, Vancouver 187 
International School of Geneva 143 
Iranzamin School, Teheran 141 
UNIS. New York 124 
(IBO Annual Bulletin n12 November 1976: 22). 

Language A is  the first or native language; language B is the second 
language In 1970 the following n1.w languages were examined as 
language A: Danish. English, French, German, Hungarian, Norwegian, 
Persian, Spanish, Swedish. The same group plus Italian and Urdu were 
examined for language R !l1 languages). By 1976 twenty-three languages 
A were examined and twenty-right languages B including Arabic, Czech, 
Dutch, Finnish, Hebrew, h'indi, Indonesian, Japanese, Malay, polish, 
Portuguese, Russian, %rba-Croat, Tnai and Turkish. This is indicative of 
the geographical spread of the IB and of the multi-cultural nature of the 
student population in the international schools. 

'The average pas: rate over the seven yezrs was 75% which is not tmdu!y 
high when one considers that almost 500 candidates in 1976 came from 
fhe two UWCs where students around the world are selected for 
scholarships largely on academic merit. 

Table 10.2 shows a healthy growth situation with 1433 IB diplo~nas 
award& by 1976. The vast majority of these (approximately 97%) gained 
irnm~-':ate admission to universities. What is more important is that 
L-hert was a growing number of students (62211 who had direct experience 
of the I 8  and would spread the word to others. Similarly, teachers and 
headmasters in 37 schools around the globe (by 1976) were contributing to 
the factor of international diffusion. 



success. 

From the first i t  was intended that the project should provide an oppomW' as 
welt a3 a challenge to the sp~nt oi international maperation by bring~ng tagetkr 
teachers from %his and universities in many counhtes m thc practi-f context of 
a common cndeawur to meet a common &ucationaI need. These hops have to a 
cons~de-able extent been realrserl m the first three years" (I50 Aruual Bulletin 
N0vernhL.r 1972 S). 

The following further remarks on the experimental period up  to June 
1973 were made in an Annual Bulletm. The experiment must 
remain manageable by limiting the number of schools and candidates 
admitted {no more than 500 diploma students), their geographical 
distribution, the areas of research, and the extent of university 
recognitxn. "The experinlent seems to show that th? instrument has 
iunctloned correctly but it needs the support of inter-governmental 
soliakxatlon to develop its potential" (IBO Annual Bulletin n9 
Novenlaer 29m: 6'. A word of caution was sounded about maintaining 
~nteilr :tuai autonomy, if the IBO were controlled b> governments, to 
guarantw the pursuit of pedagogical objectives and not of political 

SPYTPS Conference P974 

This conference had k e n  suggested at the 1967 SPvres meeting so as to 
take stock of progress during the exprrimental period. It occurred at the 
Centre fnst~tut d'Etudes Fedagoginues from April 22 to 26,1974 and was 
attended by 64 people from 21 cn;ntries. The French ministry of 
education funded it and UNEXlO assisted by providing a list of expr ts  to 
invite The aim was to study the conditions and results of the experiment 

1 whether it shculd be transformed into a long-term operation; and 
2 what were the desirable future developments and 7rocedures. 
Three commissiuns were established to deal with policy and 
administration, syllabi, and methods of assessment 

The conference t w k  no formal decisions but gave advice and made 
recoalmendations. 'It was then up to the IBO to fallow up these 
recr?mmendatior;s by approaching nationai authorities or inter- 
government& bodies" (Renaud 1474: 31). On the first question the 
conference recommended that the TBO become a permanent operation 
and make the IB available in the greatest number of countries, 
representing the widest diversity of culture and educational tradition, 
esPecially in the developing countries (Renaud 1974: 29-30). On the 
second quesYon concerning f u t ~  ? directions the conference made 
recornmendations concerning four areas: acceptance of schools into the 
program, aims of :he El, ftture support, and geographical expansion. 

It was naird that more ttran 80 international schools were on a waiting 
list to ~ar'.cipate in the IB after the experimental period @B0 Annual 
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Bulletin n10 November 1974: 9). Four main types of client schmls should 
tre considered: 
. schuofs designated interi~atlonal (as defined in this study) whose 

t ~ r  t e s ~ n g  of new p r o p r n s  and methods; 
experimental sections within national establishments, parallell with 
traditional sections; and 

. schools wishing to adopt the IB such as national schools (Renaud 19784: 

Tf e IB was seen of value in avoiding cultural isolation of immigrants 
whereby they can participate in a method of teaching and evaluation 
which has some similarities with theis earlier preparation in their 
country of origin. It was considered particularly relevant in countries 
with minority problevs which are often kasically linguistic in character. 

A mapr alm of the fBO shovld be to provide access to higher education 
itround the world; ;he conierence hoped that the few countries denying 
recogn~tion of the IB far access to university by their own nationals 
would da 50 soon The second major aim shculd be to broaden courses 
beyond a challenging academic orientation towards some past-secondary 
vurat:onai training The conference recognised that the aims of the l B  had 
evoisec'. and would continue to evolve with the operation. Aims are 
linked closely with the problem detinition stage since the aims reflect the 
actmn tc be taken to reduce or avoid what is seen as a problem. Initially 
the IB was to assist internationally mobile students to gain university 
access around the world and to provide a new type of international 
education which was lacking for students in multi-cultwral 
envlronrnents As the courses det*eIoped and teachers and other 
educators from many countries met, the value of the IE for nationa! 
schools began to appear. It c o ~ l d  assist national systems by stimulating 
research into n?w curricujd, teaching methods and examination 
t ~ h n t q t e s .  The 13 c ~ i i d  also provide to those nations who wanted it an 
education program tvhlrh was already operating in schools in a number 
of countries and would brlng an international dimension to national 
programs IlBQ Annual Btzlletin n10 November 1974: 14). Thus national 
education officiais began to realise that there wzs a problem ir. national 
schools: lack of an international experierce in the curriculum. This aspect 
of ihe PB had been expounded by Feterson at the 1968 ISA Annual 
Conference. He spoke of his interest in the TB tct assist student mobility 
and to reform naiional systems, in particuiar Sixth Form education in 
Britain. The need for an international curriculum perspective had k e n  
mnoied during the problem definition stage but in conjunction with 
international schools; the shift was to now offer this to national schools. 

For future support 180 should be integrated with WUNESCO arrd 
decentmlisatian should occur to provide tocal officers to meet the 
requ~rernents of more numerous sshmls and colleges in particular 
geographical areas such as the USA and the W {Renaud 1974: 31-33). 
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hir Stegti. ;IS, university liaison officer with the IBQ, r ep r t ed  that 92% of 
the ai: fB diplon~a hoihe~s admitted into more that 200 universities in 25 
csunirirs had k n  followed up. Goad academic results, general open- 
mindrdnec;~ mii adaptability were features of these students ( I B a  Annual 
~ulietin nlG November 1972: 135. 

Participating Schmk 

The IW establishd criteria ior selecting schmis to take part in the: ID. 
5ihIw!s musl be :on-profit making, international in character (which 
i<~uId include schcwks in a guvrrnment spstemf and satisfy IBO 
concerning academic standards (IBU Annual Bulletin n6 May 1971: 6). 

n *,-,;L' --.. ~ % .  e~nnixnic + baiance of the project (IS0 Annual Bulletin nS 
;Xoy.;.m&r l97-: C.!. 

~cf..ao! to college at the md of the eleventh (instead of the twelfth) grade. 
.%fir; the first year of the Ib at the college they would receive a high 
school dip!oma and could comyIrte the IB with one further year of study 
at Rockland or transfer in the Oxford or West London Colleges of Further 
Educa;io n ; ,n s-;~ ,train, T h i ~  is an imaginative use of the IB to promote 
exikanp sf students  itit it in pubiicly maintained systems. 

'The standard t v p ~  was the iniiepndent, non-profit, fee-paying school like 
the ~nrernaiional 5chc:~~l of ~ e r k v a  or UNIS. hevertheles~, as has just 
been ditirased, tte f R  had a ~)!-zcr  in the putr!ic!y maintain& systems 
which 3. m-Iti--ationa! intake 0; wished tfi experiment t&ih a 
more internationally nrit~ntd curtku!um such as the L y d e  Pilote de 
Sevres or the Goethc Gymnasium, Fr~nkfurt. There now follows a brief 
~rof i l e  csf some schwlskhich took part to give the reader a flavour of the 
type nf ins:i:i.,iioiis which were attracted to the 11% and the role of the 
headmaster whmc applicable. 

I:nxrum!n intsrt:ntinnrll Schoai, Teheran 

students at the school sat IB examinations each year in growing numbers. 
Iranian students took national examinations in Farsi language and 
literature, and these grades were considered as grades in language A by 
the IBO. The Iranian authozltiez 3ccepted the IB hiftary program once 
they realised that "although Ma:xism appeared in :he eourse, it was 
about Marxism, not pmselytising." The headmas!zr, nick Zrvine, had 
started the school as a break-away institution from the American 



Zemmucitv Schm: in Teheran to otter an international. xmt American, 

Eie had the coniiden-~ of the Iranisn ministry of education afficiirtt: and 
rhr5 was irnmer~se assistanm in having the IB acce~ted in Iranian 
universities, esccpr inr their orsm nationals [Peterson 1937: 73-74). 

Di:k Iwinii said: 'The 18 is of incalculable vaiue to the schrwl kesaust, i t  
succzssi~i!y haintiinise~ the varying ~. eduzation requirements represented 
amunlr, - .jy -'.'- . , ,  3 ~~iternatiunat clientele" (Rei~aud 1974: '9). Miheil the 
xiidJle E=: com2ict made it longer wssibie in stay in Iran, the 
jrubi.rrts azd teashers RA; to Spain. 

=embers oi :he firs: IBC, f ounc;!. He was a "great k:ipsrer in &ucation as 
a h i & ;  oi bridges betivctfn cow.mu~ities, religion-, and nations" 
 peters^?:^ 1987: 7'4). In those days Lebanon was known as "the Switzerland 
ot the %fiddie EasV' partly b c a k r  of its interest in banking and 
comnrerce, but mure for its success in harmonising different cultural, 

f.et.antse universities for i.ctranew students educatd in Lebanon. As 
vioience in Beirut increased the schcmi was forced to move out and was 

-, 
I ap Lirir:sA School, Monfwideo 

- S  
i itis was the first schwi in the southern hemisphere to adopt the 16 .  it 
ilpened in 1908 as an independent, fee-gaying schoot originally for 
rhildren of the British c~mmunity in Montevidea. It became a bilingual 
English-Spanish schmt with the inclusion nf Uruguayan national 
~ c c n d z r y  courses from 1940. External examinations were originally taken 
nniv bv S-tudcrts preparing a full range of subjects in English, but in the 
i a t i  1%0s the uGPtayan students studying in Spanish were also being 
taught some GCE C? levels. Frc 'W'0 all students sat the IB 
examinations, having started the courses in 1% (Peterson 1987: 76). 
Fmm 1982 all 18 subjects could be prepared in Spanish as well as English 
and French; this enabled students at the school to do bilingual IB 
diglomas by presenting subjects in a mixture of English and Spanish. 
Peter 5tayl; was headmaster during the IB experimental period and 
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&-same the IB regional re~fe5entaiive for Latin America in 1978 and 
regional d i r ~ i o r  the Latin American R q i m a l  Office was 
estabiish~d in 1982, tki. same year in which Spanish was dtrlared the 
!bird i~liiciat ia~guage of the i~ (IBO Anaual Briletins n14 Decen~twr ' ~ -3; Ji ,r . IEi memkler 1W2: 51). 

ivii'e inirrrr?ri!onlti dr St Getmain-eft-Luye, Paris' 

it was irrigititiiv eslablishftii by the Frmrh gclvernment io serve the 
cniidren of XATO prsilanrl Ghost. headquart~ts was in Parls. When 
France rvi~hdr~sr from NATO in 1966, the school took on a new role, 
serving the inlemationa! cc~rnmunity of Va'lestfrn Paris. Bilateral 
agreemenis were atabiishzd with Qrma i y  and the Netherlands whereby 
ti.,~se governments. continued to appoint and pay teachers from their 
cizuntries for ih:? St Zern~ain-en-Lap school. The British, American, - s;+.+&ish and Da:\ish st~tions.  having no such bilateral agreements, 

it~rmed 1 ~ 3 s  titan. a :bird ot the staff, the rest k i n g  French education 

yt~urrnrnen? schtlizl ;therefore offering free education) with some 
i _ ~ j  I !  :ir:lat;onai rect i i l~s  where tuition fees were required. The fees were 

rtati~nai sn tivns by providirtg education ministry staff to teach in the 
orogiarr;. In addition, they paid one third of the annual fees to the fBO, 
ihr orher tw.1 thirds being shared equally k t w e n  the national seftion 
and the individual stadent itiayot 1984: lE), 

n a r i u ~ a i  !~npnage of the sectiuns. Gherer, the headmaster, quickly saw 
ihc potential of the I &  in this multicultural environment as a means of 

! fT~sselves farnd with the s3me phen~menon. The on!y way oii: !les in a 
single dipiorna" IKenaud 1974: 23). 

The schml started offering the IE in 1966 and students sat the first nial 
examinations in 1969 ithe student urnet in France prevented them 
sitting [he is8 examinations) and each year thereafter until 1985. The 
frr!! 18 diploma has not h n  taught at St Cermain-en-Laye since that year 
in line with the p i i c y  of the socialist government which came into 
pweriin May 1981 and took away offical support for the IS in French 

- - u c a ~ a t i ~  ministry schnuls. The government was eventually assisted by 
the p--aviseur, Scherer, who fe!t that an anti-French feeling had crept into 
the !B0 with the ~ro i i f e r a t i~n  of IB Englislh-spaking schools. When 
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neither he nor any headmaster in France was reappointed to the 
corninittee of the Standing Conference of Heads of !B Schools 

in the earlv lYms he declared that the IB would cease at his school in 1985 
(%herer interview 1992). 

in other countries the French rninistlv was reluctant to recognise the 
IH as an alternative track for their own n itionals educated in France and 
;t ~- - first they had to prepare the French b.!ccalaureaie at the same time. 
Due to overlap of content, students werf sometimes able to prepare for 
both esamr i n  the same lessons, but it W as an exba burden. One 
disadvantage of the 18 at the time was mat the French baccalaureate was a 
reqlriren~ent for entrv inro the government service and an "equivalent" 
qualiiicatiiln was unacceptable, although the IB was eventually given 
t.quivaiencr for u~iversity entrance, even for French nationals in France 
fmm the iate 1970s (Peterson 1987: 76-77). Today a very small number of 
students with only an IB have been accepted into the preparatory classes 
for the prestigious "grandes k ~ l e s "  many of which produce high !eve1 

.: government t:iiiciais in many spheres. 

Hzmrn<rsmith ond tbSVcsf London Col!ege of Further Education 

in 1931 the 19 svas introduced Into West London College, a government, 
non fee-~aying co!iege of further education with students between 16 and 
;.l1 wears of age which merged with Hammersmith in 1975. It was not an 
international school but a national post-school institution. Thi: was a 
college for sckwl  leaves and adults to upgrace their skills. There were 
almost 15 000 students of which l 300 were full-time. They were organis& 
ictu nine different departments and the majority RI courses were 
rcxatiatlalty oriented in b u s i r : ~ ,  ~rofessional and technical studies. 
f-iuwever, there was a section specialising in the teaching of English as a 
fsrergn Laneage and another where course in general education were 
f;lll,>wed, mainly hy scitwi ieavers who wished m upgrade their 
c;ud;ifications. It was ir such a department in the old West London 
Csilege that some IR c ~ u m z s  in langtia~es B, arts and sack1 science 
5ubiects were first offered in 1971.  hism marked the establishment of the 
iEl for the first time in the public educational system of the L E  (1BQ 
Annual Bulletin 1113 November 1977: 13). 

The headmaster, Bill Bonney Rust, had done some research at ihe Oxford 
Department of i ducation and "ad heard about the IB irom Peterson. 
Gabriei Green, head of in te~~at ianal  education at the college, read a b u t  
the IF3 in the educational press, and E H Briault, ILEA (Inner London 
Education Authorityf dimtor wanted to broaden " A  levels and was 
happy to allow one of his co!leges to experiment with an alternative 
pmgram !Peterson 1987: 78-73). 

The college had a very cosmop~litan intake. Until the arrivai of the IB, 
overseas students were restricted to the national courses. During each o; 
tb.e first three years r7f TB examinations from 1973, 10 students completed 
the course. A dramatic increase occurred in 1436 with 60 students sitting 



students ag&d that "the &ntent of the course, particularly the world 
!itrra:ure of ianguages A, has enha:iced opportunities for mutual 
w~derstaading" tRrnaud 1971: 17). 

In this as in other colleges and schmls th? :B provided the o?portunity 
for the following reforms and innovations: 
1 ~'tfmpariso.ri of nationat syllabi and marking scheme with those of the 

I the usr r?f aural comprehension tests for languages; 

prepared students for the official experimental examinations 
cnmmencing in 1970. In 1%8 there were 24 students doing the IB 

international nature of our courses. It has shown thak it m e t s  a real need 
icr the 85 nationalities of students and their parents at W S ,  and it has 
biine so with convincing style and distii~ctian" (Renaud 1974: 20). 

The regional director of the IBO in New York City, Dr Charles Rose, stid 
that the IB was particularly appropriate to the American educational 

"While i t  continues to fulfil1 its original purpose of facilitating student 
movement across national borders, il provides honours programs at the 
high schmi level for students who might otherwise find little to hold 
their interest in their senior year" (Rose 1977: 708). 

!Inited World Colleges 

The aim of the WYC movement is to make education an active force to 
unite nations and individuals by developing in young people of a11 
backgrounds a lasting commitment to international cooperation and 
understanding. The aims of the IB inclrde exactly the same philosophical 
s:ance. The following extract from a speech made at the International 
School of Geneva on the 24th of September 1971 by Earl Mountbatten of 
Burma, President of the International Council uf the United World 
Colleges is pertinent. Mountbatten was there to present the first IB 
diplamas to students of the school. 
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fhe sirnabon has b e n  completefy tramformed through our switching over to the 
intrrnstianal brralaut:atr at 3 D ~ n a t ' s  (Atlantic College) this month. That is 
why I have come to Switrerhnu. The studies in the United World Co1leges are 
in&&& to educate yaung men and w m  inlentatianalIy. TO do srr we must have a 
&aching pmgram which will allow &em to study together imespttive of which 
cqunw !hey come k m  and which wunby they will re- to for h i g b  edtication. 
This program must h really intamriona1. It must not reflect the national bias of 
diffrreni mtiom. No such pm@am and examinations existed until the 18 was 
ciei;td. Th is  6s their great ashieut.menl" imO Semi-Annual Bulletin n? 
Novee&r 1970: 3. 

The first mVL7 was Atlantic College which opened in 1962. Its foundation 
and cotlttibution to the development of the IB program has been 
discus& elsewhere in ihis thesis. "It was the workhorse af the evolving 
IB, b t h  as a vehicle for- its examinations and equivalence agreements, 
and as a source of currifulum research and testing' (Sutcliffe 1991: 3.41. 
The schiml made the following comment: 'We can from Atlantic College 
make the very firm statement indeed that the I3 is a very much mare 
suitable form of examination for an international schml than the British 
GCE'' (Renaud 1974: 21). 

The L e t e r  B Bearson W C  of the Pacific on Vancouver IsIand, Canada 
opened in 1974 using the IB curriculum exclusively. In 1973-1974 the IB 
became the examination for ail United World Colleges (IBO Director- 
Genmai's Repart 1973-19741. The only exception to date is the Simon 
Bolivar UtVC of Agriculture in Venezuela, established in 1987. The 
Singapore lnternatio~zai School became the W C  of Sauth East Asia in 
1475. In 1381 :he Waterford - Karnhlaba Sehml in Swaziland (founded in 
1463 as a direct response to the unequal and separate education system in 
South Africa) became a W C .  In 1982 the W C  of the Adriatic in Trieste, 
Italy and the Arr;iand Hammer LrfK ui the American West in New 
Mexico, USA were opened. In 5eptemhr 1992 the eighth LWC opened in 

There are W C  committees in over fifty countries to select scholarship 
students, raise funds and upbold the idaa!s of the moverrfnk. Eii'rted 
World Colleges are a group of autonomous, independent, feepaying 
schmls reporting to the International Council of UWCs in London 
whose very active president is HRH the Prince of Wales. The majority of 
the students are funded by scholarship. 

University Recognition 

The marketing of the IB to universities had produced responses as far 
back as 1963 when Harvard accepted the contemporary history result of a 
student at the International Sri~mt of Geneva. The ac&ptanre of IB 
students was closely followed by the Oxford Research Unit which in 
November 1971 reported: 

While i t  is too early to offer firm mtrciusions, there appais  to Ix no evidence 
that anyone is at any serious disadvantage thmugh having followed the I8 mum 



... and in %m? c a s  them appear to k marked advaniap, most uf at1 perhaps in 
e-rna iaciiity in handiing a language other than one's native tongue (IBO Semi- 
Annual Bulletin in7Novemkr 1W1: l?). 

In some countries, as has been previously discussed, it was necessary to 
negotiate with each university in the absence of a cential controlling 
authority. The early m buffetins (number I was published in 1968) 
report on the progress ;tf the recognition process. By November 1972 
students kuiding the IB diploma or certificates had been admitted to at 
least 98 uaiversities other tertiary institutions in 19 countries (IBO 
Annual Bulletin n8 November 1472; 5). Students presenting the TB 
ciipiiorna had not found any difficulties in being accepted as foreign 
students or as nationals studying abroad in any country. New requests for 
recamkition %. during the experimental pried were restricted to 
i~stltutions to which students w a n t 4  to ~ p p l y  (IBO Annual Bulleti n8 
Sovemkr  19n39). 

During the 1971-72 academic year Dr Hanson, director of the College 
Entrance Examination h a r d  if EEB) and IBO council mem'wr, worked h? 
the Oxford Rwauch Unit on assessment of non-cobaitive objectives. He 
represented the IBO at a European cc>nference in Berlin on the 
measurement of objectives in the affective domain. This area would 
become of increasing importance to the 1B as univeristies began to show 
more interest in the whole personality of the student and not just in pure 
academic achievement (fBO Annual Bulletin n8 November 1972: 9) .  The 
compulsory CA5 iCreativity, Action, Service) component of the IB 
diploma is an impartant factor here. Ali students must rndertake a 
variety of activities, including those af a social service nature, for the 
equivalent of one afternnon {two to three hours) per week over two 
years, Pnssihilities include music, therrtie, desk-top publishing, 
rnsirc~nir~ental actiisn group, Model United Nations group, yoga, sports, 
helping . .. the aged, ihe hanbicappd and the ill. 

This whiter vividly remembers a visit to Atlantic College in Movemher 
19M where coilege students were training a group of 15 trxier-prit~ileged 
Cardiff children from 13 tn 15 years of age to turn canws upside dowm and 
then upright again in the college's outdoor p d .  The children were there 
Enr two wwks of adventure activities a t  the invitation of the college 
students who were doing this as part of their C.& requirement. The 
visiting students did abseiling down the precipitous cliffs and sea rescue 
work in the choppy Bristol Channel before leaving, On a visit to the 
GWC of the Adriatic, Trieste in November 1984 the writer witnessed 
college students instructing a group of deaf and dumb children in scuba 
diving iit the kdria4e. For once in their lives the deaf and d m b  children 
had an advantage over athers: their use of s i p  language under water 
gave them a superiority of communication and a satisfaction which was 
touching to behold. These are examples of sturients giving something of 
themselves to others less fortunate in the spirit of the IB program. 
Development in such non-academic spheres is important and is resorded 
by schools on CAS reports which accompany the academic record to 
provide universities with information on the personality of tile student. 



Recognition of the IB diploma by universities was subject to confirmation 
at the concfusion of the experimental period in 1976. In 1970 recognition 
was given by universities in twenty countries: Australia, Bulgzia, 
Canada, Denmark, Eire, France, Germany, India, Israel, Malta, Holland, 
New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, USA, UK 
and Iran. Each year this list increased; universities in Finland, Italy and 
Singapore were added in May 1971. By October 1976 about 350 universities 
in 38 countries had accepted I 6  diploma holders. A list of the countries 
invo!ved at that stage is shown in Appendix 13. Mr Stephens was the 
fElO University Liaison Officer responsible for university recognition, but 
i B 0  council and committee membms continued to make many contacts, 
both formal and informal. A iarge part of the work of the director and his 
deputy (Peterson an6 Renaud) also entailed meetings with education 
ministries and individual universities. 

During the experimental period the majority of students wished to attend 
universities in Europe or North America. A trickle of students were also 
entering universities such as Warsaw and Budapest and finding their IB 
preparation perfectly adeq~ate. University entry in the USA was based on 
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores, but as the IB btcame bettel known, 
the ZB examination results were used for advanced placement or for 
exemption from speclfic freshmen courses. 1B diploma holSzrs with good 
resulrs were offered direct entry to the sophornore year by H a v i ~ d ,  then 
Princeton (Peterson 1987: 69). UI*JIS reported a good reception given to IB 
dlplorna holders: some students went to Oxford or Sussex; others were 
given advanced placement at Yale or Princeton (Renaud 1974: 20). 

The chief obstacle encountered was that a number of countries insisted 
on their own nationals obtaining national qualifications, and no other, 
before allowing them to proceed to higher education in their homeland. 
In these countries conditions were applied to the IE to foreign 
national qualifications) according to the status of the student holding the 
~a;lorna: 
! fc-:e:@.:-+ wikh an 13 - ~ e ~ e  - - accep$ed; 
2 nationals W,,% an IB gained abroad were accepted; but 
3 nationals with :n It3 gained in the home country were not accepted. 
This sometimes l e ~  to ruses to thwart the policy. One with which this 
writer is familiar is the situation where some ItaIian students prepared 
tine IB for two years in schoolj in Italy and then registered in an IB school 
in France or Switzerland to sit the examination, thus enabling them to 
qualify, somewhat dubiously, for category two above. 

A form of patriotic pride prompts the protection of a national 
qualification for resident nationals. It is normal that a country should 
wish to maintain the basic pedagogical principles and structures which 
have formed the mental attitudes of many generations and to which its 
community remain: attached. Internationalism d ~ s  not seek to deprive 
individuals of their national heritage; on the contrary, maintenance of 
their cultural identity is the condition for attaining an international 
outlook (IBO Report to UNESCO 1983: 67). It is nonetheless difficult for 



nationals is not recognised, tn achieve its aim of promoting international 
understanding when it trleans that students from cther countries cannot 
akaq-s be taught together with students of the host cauntry who must 
ioilo~v a different progran?. Some countries, such as France, have since 
relaxed this stipulation but it remains in form in a IIUmber of others. A 
notable exampie is Singapore where the government will not only not 
recoeise the-IB fnr its resident nationals, but will not allow Singaporians 
to attend the W C  of %uth East Aria in any of i l s  grades from Farm 1 
(abut  11 years of age) to Form 7 (the last year of the IB program). 

18 cmrdinators in schoals made a number of ~bservations concerning 
admission to universities. U# universities tended to specify a minimum 
number of pints in certain subjects in order to be admitted to particular 
tacufties; the individual subject grade was, then, rometimes of more 
imprtance than the overall total of points on the IB diploma. The 
selection and comblrtatinn of courses followed by students plays an 
important role in their acceptance at universities. The worid experience 
thit the IR student gains often assists with and outweighs the problem of 
adjusting to k i n g  away from home and is an aspect valued by 
universities (fDO Report to UNESCO 1983: 47). 

Conkran. ro the claim that the 1% was destined only for an elite (which is 
discus& fater in this chapter) there were others who feared that its very 
breadth might constrain the most able students in highly competitive 
iituatiuns either in entering certain university faculties or in the race for 
honours at the first degree level. The evidence did not support this feu, 

Oi .W smdents entering British universities with an JB in 1973, six who graduated 
in the minimm time of three yeas obtained first C t a s  hhours - in maths at 
Chinrd, biology at Sussex, hiwkmirtry at Bristol or in econodcs at Kent. 
lif-qe~a; iS students have won scholarships te Oxford and to Yale UBOhnurl 
Bulletin nl2  November 1975: 9). 

spara te  studies by two independent researchers came to the same 
cnnciusion: "where the IB is known, either because available information 
has been detailed and accurate or because the number of B? diploma 
holders has k e n  sufficient far the system to be put ro the test, university 
admission has nst been diffic=r;ii" Report to UNESCO 1983: 68). 
International diffusion was a pervasive and powerful influential factor, 

Evaluation 

The reader wilt remember that this aspect is mnsidered an implicit part of 
the p l i q  proe-?ss and is not treated as a separate step. The kdback  at the 
stage of execution provided probably the most impartant (but not the 
only) signals a h u t  the "treakment" and how it was delivered; henre 
evaluation is linked to this final stage. Once obtained, the informati~n 
was considered by actors concerned with various ptic)l prwess stages. 
The m a r  frequent stage to be &sited was the design stage where 
continued development of the curricula and examination techniques, 



and the refinement of all administration procedures concerning the 
delivery of the program were undertaken. 

The IBO Oxford Research Unit was the formal apparatus to conduct 
evaluative research; at times national education authorities took an 
i~terest, such as the statistical analysis of correlations htwm the iB  and 
final degree results in U# universities carried out by the British Qhmls 
Council in 1979 (Renaud 1974: 25). The Oxford Research Unit analysed IB 
examination results, compared them with national. examination results, 
followed up students at university, contributed to the development ~f 
curricula and assessment techniques, and undertook special IB research 
projects as required. The researchers were I60 employees. 

Another formal structure provided feedback after each examination 
session - the Consultative Committee. It was regarded as s friendly 
dialogue between the "producers" lXBO staff and examiners) and the 
"consumers" (students and teachers). "Students' opinions were expressed 
in a mature fashion, resulting in a number of extremely useful 
suggestions for improvement" (Renaud 1974: 28). The first meeting t w k  
place at CERN, Geneva the 7th of June 1%9 and brought together 
fourty participants: IBO staff, teachers, students, and examiners. A sample 
of some comments from this first meeting follow (9BO Semi-Annual 
Bulletin n3 November 1569: 12-13): 

Oral examinm were not all of the same quality, and it would help to have two 
examiners present, one outside examiner and one teacher from the school. Dral 
examiners should be give- the maximum of information on the candidate, sbessing 
in particular his strong points fa student). 

We are pleased to see such a vast improvement in the examinations this year. 
Generally spiking, the standard of each paper seemed to be satisfactory to us ... 
Subsidiary Level, if anything, was a little easier than we had anticipated (or 
Feared) but we think it is about the right lee-:: ia teacher). 

This b=c*laureaie deasrda more mfi&.on !h pure howbx!ge *nd generally 
cornprisesa choice of qumtions!a student). 

I expert candidates to support their answers 4 t h  reasoning: indeed this is one of 
the reasons for having fewef questions in the p g e r  than was originally proposed 
(S mathemakics examiner). 

The next meeting occurred again in Geneva an the 26th and 27th of Jun* 
1970. Matters raised included: 
. clarification of directives from teachers to students concerning IB 
requirements; 

. the advantages and disadvantages of oral examining by cassette; 

. examination procedures concerning the creation of exam questions, 
notation, the choice of vehicular languages, the possibility of obtaining 
corrected specimen papers; 

. spreading the fB course over three years to alleviate the work load on 
students; and 

. problems related ko geogra~hical location such as postal delays in 



reseiving examination papers, dispatch procedures for returning papers, 
lack of sophisticated communication networks in some countries. 

Each subject and its examination came under scrutiny and comments 
were conveyed to the chief examiners when the latter were not present at 
the Consultative Committee meeting. Sample comments from this 
session were 

The IBO should Rave a (norlhem hemisphere) autumn examination for those who 
fail one or two sub$ct$ or for thos who wish to impmve their mark. 

The history course and examination is  too biaxd towards the Wmi, There is not 
enough about Asia, Africa and South America. 

M y  rrain imp~pssion about the IB is that it is not suffidmtty original or 
innovative at a time wkm the tendewy cf universities i s  to move towards a 
student evaluatim comprising inf~rmatio:, outside the formal academic resul&. 

These comments are from the IBO Semi-Annual Bulletin of November 
1970 ( 6 :  14-15]; khe derivatiozi of each statement was not indicated as it 
had been in the issue of the previous year. 

The third Consoftative Committee meeting took place on the 26th and 
27th of June 1971 again at CERN, Geneva with 57 participants: 14 
students, 2% teachers representing 12 schools, 6 examiners and 9 
members of the IBO administration (IBO Semi-Annual Bulletin n7 
November 1971: 17). Further examples of participants' comments and 
matters discussed are not given on the assumption that the reader has 
been able to guage a general idea of the tone and r a g e  of items raised. 
The next meeting took place in June 1972 at Atlantic College with 62 
participants from the IW Council and administration, examiners, 
teachers and stude~,.ts (IBQ Annual Bulletin n8 November 1972: 5). 
Subsequent 1BO bdletins contain no record of any further meetings of the 
Consultative Committee, nor does the Lterature concerning the IB. 
Renaud and Bonner recall that this method of feedback lasted only "three 
or four years" and not for the whole of the experimental period (Bonner 
& Renaud intert iews 1991). 

Evaluation was naturally integ~ated into the execution stage and ~ccurred 
informally as events succeedei each other. "All in all, the experiment, 
confined initially to a relatively restricted sphere, developed 
pragmatically as it was put into practice" (Renaud 1974: 28). A number of 
factors contributed to the effective execution of the X B  program: the 
limited scale of the venture, frequent feedback, the rapid introduction of 
amendments (as a result of feedback), and the independence from 
political or administrative pressure, allowing uninterrupted focus on 
educational objectives. 

The Gulbenkian Foundation funded an I60 research project to 
investigate whether the I0 program develops a wider interest and 
involvei.lent in creative and aesthetic activity. Eight IB schools from 



Geneva. Lausanne, London, Wales, New York, Teheran, Montevideo and 
Paris took part in the study. Over a tv:o year period, spanning the 1974 
and 1975 examination sessions, 25." IB diploma holders were interviewed 
(Efampto~; 19?6: 271). The analysis showed a slight but definite trend of It3 
diploma holders towards the attributes of cancephal ability, aesthetic 
appreciation, creative involvement and a liking for independent study. 

Other positi:?~ and negative feedback emerged. The academic ~tandard of 
the IB was thought to be challenging. "The IB is more demanding than 
the new German university entry quahfication" said Egger (1981: 71, a 
member of the Swiss Commission of UNESCO. 'The higher level 
subjects are usually more rigorous than the same subject in the final two 
years of a national system" said the director of the French -Secondary 
Section at the international School d Geneva, P Decorvet (1981: 55). 
Students and teachers saw ir as an inteliectunlly challenging program 
which developed critical thinking and whose methods, particularly 
research papers and 3rd examinations, were appealing. It could be taken 
in two languages (three from 1982) and the world literahue of languages 
A gave important cultural insights. The history course emphasised a 
non-national approach and had a good effect on attitudes concerning 
international cooperation; it developed a real understanding of other 
countries' problems. Most importantly it was rapidly being recognised by 
universities world-wide. 

Dissatisfaction was also expressed by teachers and students. The content of 
subjects was thought to be too vast resulting in superficial investigations 
of significant topics. There was a lack of emphasis on sports and the arts. 
The second language requirement was considered trnreasonable f ~ r  
students arriving from the USA, for instance, where no second laxtguage 
requirement existed; it took tfzee years to acquire the IB language B 
subsidiary level if starting without any second language? knowledge. 
Some teachers also c~iticised the high cost, complicated administrahve 
procedures and communication difficulties with the IBO, particularly for 
cpgraphically distant schmls This negatlve and positive feedbark 
assisted the IBO to modify the p r o g m  and its administration as i t  
thoughi appropriate. 

Elitism 

Arising out of the execution of the fB  some teachers and education 
officials claimed that it was an elitist qualification in terms of the socio- 
economic status and academic ability of the students who were able to 
enter the program. 

It is true that international schmls are independent, fee-paying 
institutions, some demanding substantial fees. A large number of 
international organisations, however, subsidise completely or partly the 
schocrling of their employees' children. Students at the United Wortd 
Colleges are selected for scholarships which cover all bawding and tuition 
fees. Ry 1485 some 145 public (that is, non fee-paying) s&ools in North 



America, Spain the Netherlands and ltaly offered the IB. Some 
international schools receive government support which reduces the cost 
af schooiing considerably, such as the state lycks at St Germain-en-Laye 
or the Lyce Pilote at Slfvres. Still others prwide l ~ d s  with free places 
but require expatriates to pay fees. So, in certain instances admission to 
the IB i s  expensive but there are other schools where acess is not limited 
because of poor sotirpeconornic circumstances. 

The charge of academic elitism is not very convincing. An inteilectual 
challenge must be available to, but not forced upail, all students, The IB 
provides a eoritinuzrn of intellectual challenge in which students can 
find iheir own level of response by taking the full diploma or choosing 
single certificate subjects at higher or subsidiary level. During the 
development ot the IB, teachers at UNlS had expressed concern that it 
should not be for an intellectual elite. Half-way through the experimental 
penoa the director of Uh%, D Coie, had this to say: 

The iB h.1~ added sipfirantiy to the internahonal value of wr courses d their 
applzicalrrliiy. ft has not I d  to the creabon of an elia as was once fear&. 
Itxxwsingly its subsidv level rcorses w e  as basic mmmon courses for all 
students Renaud 1974 20). 

The full IB diploma is an undeniably demanding program but "average" 
students are able to sucrred if they are prepared to make the effort. 

Peterson admits an elitism relating to w ~ l d  citizenship: 

In the ~tmggle apmst all thuhose for= which youth sees as most threatening - 
Injusbce, war, pllubon of the world environment, tTibal~sm, sectarian bittenless 
and grass i-equairty - mmetrndy has gut to take the lead Annual BiiUetin n# 
h i o v m b  19t2. i%) 

This is the only sense in which the proponents of the IJ3 saw it as 
unashamedly elitist. The IS, then, represents an elite of commitment to 
international ideals not of socio-economic or i~litellectual superiority. 

:niernztiio& Diffusion 

It is at the execution stage that this influential factor becomes significant. 
It is at the same time a market og device which spreads according to user 
acceptance. Before this stage :P? R30 was promulgating an untried, alMt 
promising, product. The *a1 teqt was when it reached the consumers. If it 
lived up to the expectations which the IW had promised, more schmls 
and universities throughout the world would accept it, thus cleating an 
international educational environment in which tke IB play& an 
increasingly important part. The spread of schools and universities 
adopting and recognising the IB rmpectively throughout the globe was an 
impressive contribution to international diffusion during the 
expeairnentai period and after, 

There was also difusion of information a b u t  the execution of the 
prcgram and the reactions of teachers, students and universities. 



Peterson's International Baccalaureate was published by Harrap in the UK 
in 1972 and distributed by Open Court in the USA in the same year. Text 
also appeared in leading newspapers and journals in many countries 
includi~g Chile, Denmark, France, Spain, Switzerland, W K  and USA (IBO 
Annual Bulletin n8 November 1972: 11). Full imgth articles on the IB 
were particularly prevalent in 1977 in ti.e fbllowing newspapers and 

UK: -- Times, Times Ed, .cational  sup^^.-ment, Guardian, Higher Education , 

Review 
USA: Wall Street Journal, Phi Delta Kappa, Exchange, Journal of General 

Education 
SwitzerIand: Tribune de GenPve, Construire (IBO Annual Bulletin n13 

November 1977: 71. 

The bibliography of this thesis lists many artides on the IB which have 
appeared in educational jsumals and newspapers, and which have 
contributed to the international diffusion of information a b u t  the 
program in action. 

There are two sets of actors: those who deliver <?.nd those who receive the 
policy. Since this is not a public government policy backed bv the farce of 
legis'+tion, the recipients form a voluntary constituenry who are "able to 
benefit from and are willing ka receive the treatment" (Williams 1975: 
548). Ar the execution stare Leachers deliver the IB program and 
examiners ddiver the evaluation of the student. (Teachers and others 
develop the curricula and examination techniques during the design 
stage and these are printed and distributed m schools by the IBC3 as part. of 
the administration activities). The execution stage is concerner? with the 
point of delivery (teachers and examiners) which acts dlrgctly c n  the 
recipients (students and universities!. 

Teachers present the courses to students, and examiners provide the 
%!ssessrnent of each sludmt's performance which is, in the vast majority 
of cases, intended for a university audience. Figure 10.1 shows the 
i~teraction between these two sets of actors. Students are central iu the 
execution stage as they receive the £R program and their examination 
results wh:ch they then pass on to the universities of their choice. During 
the expiora?r?ry p r i d  in particular, i t  was necessat y to obtain students 
willing ta sit trial papers as well as their national exarninaticms. "A 
sdficient number af  volunteers was always available and much credit 

L nust LW give3 ta students for their extra and effort" [Gale- 
Wakm catrepondenee f $921, 



Stage 

Teachers deliver the program to the students. Examiners assess and grade 
the student's performance and the universities receive tha zr~iles from 
the student. The arrow from teachers to examiners indicates those 
subjects in which an internal schooi assessment component operates as 
in oral testing in languages, laboratory work or art workbooks; here the 
teacher iorrvardf a grade to the examiner and in fact k o m e s  a partial 
examiner. In most subjects the external examination comprises at least 
80% of the h a 1  total grade. 

Parents are not included in Figure 10.1 above but they were important 
"recipients" of the IB via their children; after all, the parents p a i d  the 
school fees in non-state schools. To avoid disrvpting family unity they 
sought our IB schools to keep their families tcsether when working 
abmad. 

The t ine  frame of the actors' involvement is interesting. To complete the 
IB program teachers and students are implicated for two years at the end 
of which the sx,aminers become active for a short period of time for the 
marking and grading of papers (from one to four weeks). Universities 
piav a part atter the examiners have ceased to act, again for a short period 
bf time (approximately four weeks) during which acceptance decisions are 
made. Once the first cohort of students has sat the I6 examinations after 
two years, examiners and university admissions officers will act for a brief 
period of time each year as successive coho-ts move through the school. 
The short, intense activity nf examiners and university admissions 
officers is in cnntrast tz the maze pr~!ong=i-b teacher-s:uben: ;da:ir;fiship 
aver two years. 

A11 of these actors choose to be involved. Teachers, examiners and 

by gc?vernments if in a state sckwl or by a school board if i.i a private 
institution, Examiners may be univetsiiv staff, education officials or 
teachers are aaid by the 186. ~niversi ty admissions officers are paid 
by :_heir individuat university or by the governmeet if state-funded. But 
:n imguii that each nf these actors was motivated only for financial 
reasons is to do them m injustice. Certainly the rfecisian to adoft. and 
trial the IB in a schoal was never taken unless the majority of agreed. 
As comments from teachers will show, they were, by and la rg~ ,  
enthusiastic a b u t  the 1R and its aim of providing an international 
e x ~ r i e n r e  and openness towards other ways of tRinking and behaving. 
~ & r e @ v e r  if was ihe answer to the problem of universiti entrance for 
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av;are of the spirit of the I t 3  and the skills that were being asse.ss d .  
Ii~dividuals who were attracted to the TB philosophy w&e recruited to the 
task under the guidapce of chief examiners who stayed with the l B  for 
many years. 

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, university admissions officers 
acted partly out of self-interest to reduce the difficulty of mmparing many 
different national diplomas. Students were there for demographic 
reasons, their parents having k e n  transferred overseas, or for an 
educational reason, the students having been granted a scholarship to 
b a r d  at a United World College, for instance. The mmt compelling 
influential factor for students was that of elf-interest; they wished to 
maximise their chan:es of entering universities chosen from a number of 
different countries, thus opening up  their educational opportunities. 

Some of the teachers who deliver the program and ,ouamincrs who assess 
students are the same individuals who were involved in stages as far back 
as problem definition, in program design or in planning for program 
delivery. Assuming that the student's ultimate god  is to be enrolled at 
university or an equivalent tertiary institution, the students' pa.h is as 
follows: 

There is a hierarchical association between students and each of teachers, 
examiners and universities. The relationship between teachers, 
examiners and universities is more democratic - the categories overlap. 
Numerous teachers act as examinsrs as do university staff; this assures a 
collegial link between the schools who provi'? students and the 
universitia who wish to refruit them. It also ensures that each is aware 
QF the staariard reqiaired. University admissians officers give inc-was4 
credibility to the IB knowing that some of their own university staff set 
and mark some papers. 

The effective execution of the program by IBO staff (education officials) is 
influenced by communications technology (AD9) which expedites 

contact across the world in travel, phone, fax, telecanferences, computer 
mail a-id international courrier; and 

. more efficient computer accounting systems and streamlining of 
mternz! organisation procedures. 

If a v q  fnphlsticaled form of translation lay camputer were ever to be 
effected, the long-term saving in translation expenses would be quite 
s ~ p f i c a n t :  such savings could be passed on to the consumers. 

Synthesis 

Table f 0.3 provides a summary of the oscurrencte of each examination 
untif the end of the experimental period. 
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Table 10.3 IB Examinations 1%3-1376 

Fram 1963 to 1966 an increasingly small number of students at the 
International Schaol of Geneva, Atlantic College and W I S  took the 
contemporary history examination. The growth in s~bjects  is partly due 
tc the large range of first and seconcl languages offered, which count as 
separate subjects, and the new schwl-based subjects appearing in the sixth 
group. 

The examinations are only part of the execution of the IB program: they 
are preceded bv the teaching of the courses over two years and followed by 
accepkance at Gniversities (the completion of the execution stage). In the 
above table the number of students sitting each examination session is 
quite an accurate indication of the number who followed the IB courses 
even allowing for a very srnzil percentage of the latter who did not 
p y ~ ~ t  thg-~*~e!ge~  for eh-  ..., ---.-in ,- ,.,,,, ,a,t,.,. *'A- -F&.- ,,,, s:iadei~ts are central actors 2; 

t h ~ s  stage. The number of schoois and students combined gives same 
indication of the spread of the IB amongst teachers; the number of 

University recognition is not included in Table 10.3 because exact statistics 
concerning the number of universities granting remgnition each year 
was not recorded if a central authority gave approval for all the 
universities undc- Its care. On the other hand individual universities 
and their cauntties were listed where t.here was no central authority. 
Suffice i t  to say that there was an annual increase in recognitinn 
agreements each year. Appendix 10 shows the extenf to which the IB was 
accepted by universities up to October 1476. 

Another group of actors not included in the above table are the 
exar-liners. Only the list of chief examiners appeared iii each I0 bulletin 
and r,ot the ~urnber of assistant examiners and their ge~g~aphical  spread. 
In 1471 t h e ~ e  were ap~roximately 90 assistant examiners in 20 ditfment 



countries (IBO Annual Bulletin n8 November 1972: 5) Appendix 11 
provides a sample list of chief examiners for 1973 indicaking their status 
(university professors, inspectors of education and one teacher) and the 
geographical spread (Europe, India and the USA). 

By 1976 over 6 200 students had sat the IB exadnations fram a total of 37 
schools. Examiners (numbering approximately 290 in 1976) provided 
grades which enabled students to be accepted by a totd of 350 universities 
in 38 countries. 

Two other important features of the execution stage were the 
ConsuItative Committee meetings xhich occurred from 1969 to 1972 and 
involved the fclfowi~g actors: teachers, students, examiners (university 
staff, education officials and teachers) and IBO personnel (education 
afhcialsf. The other feature was the Svres  Conference of April 1974 
where fBO staff and examiners (teachers, education officials) and 
"education experts" (university staff, education officials, teachers) 
suggested that the IBO should become peimanently established and 
integrated with UNESCO. They also made recommendations concerning 
the aims af the XB, acceptance criteria for schools, and the need for ?BO to 
decenlraiiw its organisational structure. 

Figire 10.2 provides the concep?ual framework analysis of principal actors 
and influential factors for the execution stage. 





AN QVERVIEW OF THE POlJCY PROCESS STAGES 

From the literature on the policy process, a conceptual framework was 
constructed to m p n d  to the basic question: who (actors) did what 
(pailcy p m m  stages) and w h y  (influential factors)? The thesis has been 
structured around ti;)m& was done, that is, all action concerning the 
creation and development of the IB from approximately 1920 to 1978 is 
relakd to a stage of the policy process. During the time span mentioned 
four stages of poflw formation and tkzw stages of policy 
irnplementabon h&e k n  investigated to identify who were the 
impartant actors at each stage and which factors most prompted them 
to act. The stages of each phase are as  follows. 

Pol;iy Jlnrnrltian phase: problem definition, ag~egation,  agenda setting, 
polic+ decision 
Poticy - impfrmmtafian phase: design, administration, execution 

These stages have been presented on the v~rtical axis AB of the 
conceptual framework in ascending order. They are not necessarily 
seqnentia! 5tegs; stages may overlap or occur in a different order. The 
process is interactive; the l i n~a r  presentatiorc has served to structure the 
discussion. 

In this chapter conclusions are drawn about the nature of the palicv 
prows .  Chapters 12 and 13 then analyse the policy prrxess h r n  thk two 
remaining angles of vision of the conceptua1 framework - actors and 
influential factors respectively, Chapter 14 provides summary 
coadtlrinns in reiation tr? &he research que~tian drzwr~ from the 
dis~xllzsicns of Chapters 11 ta 13 inclusive. 

The Formation and lrnplementrtioa Phases 

The mtiunat, scientific m d e t  postulates a series of consecutive, 
chronological steps leading to the formation and implementation of 
policy. This study has clearly demonstrard that such a sequential 
mcbet is insufficient to expiain the reality of the creation and 
deveiapefit ai the TB diploma an3 the ER Office, afthough it dws 
=we to idm-rifv some stages of the pi icy process &thin a purely 
rational ccncegtion It negiects? hewever, the political nature of the 
pmces which girpgs rise t& such stag= as aggregation and agenda setting 
wkere human interaction (including leverage and constant feedback) 
play imp.clrtant mies and cause sequential disarrangement within and 



the widest s&e of &e term as defined in this study) reasons, 

fn terms of identifiable events attributed to each stage there is little 
interactirtn ktween the two phases of forrnaticm and implementation. 
Rather, s tage are, to varying degrees, in chronological disarray within 
each of these p i i c y  process phases as indicated in Figure 11.1. 

Formation Implementation 

Fi.q~rr 11.1 The Relationship Bet AVeen Formation and Implementation 
in Terms of Policy P,r?cess Stages 

Thp interactron between stages within each of policy farmation and 
fsoliq implementation wili now h d~srussed. 

The dec.;-ision to proceed with the can!wayr>rary lustor). course and to 
investigate sta~ilardisation of other curricula in September 1962 marks 
the culzina:ioi; oi ;he formatiorx phase; probiem definition, 
aggegati~n and agenda setting are antecedent to this p>licv decision. 
- S  ne iattet happens once or~iv; it is not eynlutianary like other n-l;r*l c--*--T forrnatic~n Ftages nor repetitive like events of the implementation 
phase which recur year after year. (The 1367 SPwes conference took a 
ifecision to continue with an experimentaf period but this was an action 
r1ea:ly reiated tcr the design stager .- not to a frmdamenta! decision a b u t  

a* -- 
c c  . ,, ir~iermiiunai 5ipiarna should be created at  all). 

The drcjslon gave official sanrtios, initially to Leach and his history 
staff m ~TW&, and cautiously suggested that other subfit areas might 
be expior& Y h i c  m--p? ~ r i p t i v e  decision gave abmiute latitude to the 
.A i;&zs~l, -..:~-- administraiiitr- {'scluding narkeaiag?, a2d delivery uf the 
international dipir ~ n a  ii, indeed, the cantemporc:iy history sy!!abus and 
+?:<amination was ever to lead to an internaiicm~i qizalificition. &cause 
the deci.ititn was a fvndarn~ntal one of principle and general direction 
and was not concerned with specifications af any kind, adjustments k u  
i t  were not needed as the detail oi the implementation phase was 
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planned, tried and modified over a number of years. The elite actors 
had deliberately couched the decision in language firm enough to give 
impetus and support to the idea, and vague enough to leave the 
particulars up to the experts in curriculum development and 
examination techniques. It showed considerable faith in the teachers 
who were urging for an international dimension in education. 

Table 11.1 indicates that events pertaining to each stage commence 
earlier than those of the succeeding stage (in the ascending order of axis 
AB of th? conceptual framework). Interplay occurs between the first 
three s q e s  and particularly between problem definition and 
aggregation. The ereation of the CIS in 1949 united heads of schools 
with an international outIook; this aggregation of like-minded people 
ziso contr;.buted to the already advancing problem definition by 
confirming and redefining the needs of internationally mobile 
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Tnble 17.1 Juxtaposition of the Poliey Formation Stages 

Sometimes a linear progression is clear as in the aggregation stage: the 
K549 CIS was responsible for the 1950 Course for Teachers Interested in 
Internationai Education. Similarly the 1%2 Conference of Teachers of 
Social Studies in International Schools was an ISA (founded in 1951) 
initiative. This series of events also punctuates the problem definition 
as it  evolves. Aggregation (and agenda setting) clearly occur 
concurrently with the problem definition stage and contribute ta it by 
accent~iating existing zspects of :he problem and raising others. The 
1962 teachers' conference was the aggregative action which contributed 
greatly ... to agenda setting and the pressure for a decision ta pr~cee4 with 
work towards an international diploma. 

Consecutive events are also important in the ptobtem definition stage. 
For examplej the appearance of three major internationa! schoclls - the 
Internztiona! SchwI of Gerrevs i924, LTNB 1447 and Atlantic College 
1462 - Led to an increase in the number of students needing a portable 
ilniversity entrance qualification and an education with an 
international perspective. They had a cumulative effect by emphasising 
the problems which their students faced. 

The Ford Fsund~tion funding to UNIS in 1955 recognised the need for 
international curricula for children displaced around the globe and 
therefore helped shape the problem definition. At the same time it was 
an opportune reminder to the derision makers that the issl~e had 
already alfracted funding from an important foundation. This 



agenda of ?he elite actors of that organisation were able to take a 
decision with an eye to a possi3le future source of funding for policy 
imp;ernentation The prospect of financial support can be an important 
deierrriinanr when making a policy decision. 

The agenda setting stage appears less elongated than that of problem 
definition and aggregation The idea of ai international diploma to 
satisfy the major probIc?in af university access and an international 
curri<&iurn perspertke grew out cf events which defined the problem 
and formed aggregations, the tast of which, the 1962 Conference of 
Teachers oi %c';al Studies in Internatisndl Schools, represented and 
recommended the idea to ISA. There was no history of prolonged 
lobbying of ISA by this poap or any other. The individual teachers 
cqrrp~ising the majority of the 19-52 conference had, over time, become 
more sensitive to the problems of internationally mobile children, but 
no concerted action occurred untii the conference met in '262 at the 
instigation of ISA. On an educational, ideol~gical, cultur and 
demographic level the two important agenda setting acCvities were the 
Conference of reachers of Social Studies in International Schools and 
the Report of the ISA Consul !ant (Leach) which recommended an 
inteina;iona! diploma, and tl. occurred within about one month of 
each other in 1962. The economic urgcncy of arriving at viable class 
sizes at the International School of Geneva fc1 alleviate its financial 
crisis was an additional factor which firmly placed the international 
dipioma idea on the ageada of ISA (whose executive members were 
also on the board of the Geneva school). The ISA was the decision 
making tmdy which the3 conveyed its rrecisrnrnendation to the board of 
the Internatio~iai School of Geneva. Hence, agenda setting activity 
peaked in 1962. 

Ei-exfs are rarely specific to m e  stage oi tile poiiry prwess. For example, 
the crpatirtn af the Internatiunal Schml of Geneva in 1924, of in 
1947 m.d of Atlantic College in 1962 contributed mainly to the problem 
definition stage and they are so attributed in Table 11.1. At the same 
time they each h.epres?tnked a: dggregation of tedhers, students and 
parents ~ 4 i c h  chan~rd  over time and which contributed. ~articularlv 

-3 

in tht case of the International Schooo! of Geneva and UNIS, to a 
passive lobbying of individx:als from each schooi who later participated 
in the 1962 Conference of Teachers of Social Studies in International 
Schoals. These schaals do not, however, appear in the table as part of 
aggregation or agenda setting as they Evere not formed s p d d l y  for the 
purpose of discussing international schuols arid the education of their 
student bodies. Sirniiarly the intensive agenda setting activity directed 
to-wards ISA (which had the UNIUNESCO ccmriections and a structure 
to accept funding grants) occurred parficularly during 1962, the year in 
which the policy decision was taken. In any case it tvoufd, of course, 
haye k e n  impossible to have lobbied ISA before its foundation in 1951. 
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T'..e discussion of equivalence of university entrance examinations by 
ISA in 1956 reinforced the problem definition but i r  was also a 
onditioning of ISA executive members to prepare their agenda for the 
xriuus attention which was finally given to the issue in l962 

Events, then, ove~lap; a, y one event may have implications for more 
than one stage of poficy formation. Within each stage Iinear 
progressions of events can be identified, but the stages themselves do 
no& follow each other end-on-end. They take place concurrently at 
different points is1 time' as events pertaining to different stages occur in 
juxtaposition. Fie ertheless, each successive stage (as ordered on the 
AB axis of the cr.~ceptunl framework) commences at a later date than 
its predecessor and continues concurrently wiih the others right up to 
and intiudinr the decision stage, providing an overlapping, 
cumulative effect as in Figure 11.2. 

Figure l I Z Overlapping Stages of Policy Formation 

Policy Implementation Phase 

The three stirgm of policy implementation - design, administration and 
execution - are more temporally ceiextensive than the policy f~rmation 
stages. Table 11.2 depicts events far each stage in chronological order. 
This clearly shows that the three stages operate in juxtaposition and not 
consecutively. A Iinear progression from the policy formation (1920- 
1962) to the policy impl@rnentation (1962-1978) phase is, however, 
drswrnible. Thme two phases relate distinctly to two different time 



According tcj the dates of events each phase appears self-contained and 
quite sequential, the implementation stages not reaching back in time 
to the fornation phase. Had the world history and geography courses of 
the l?3&, created at the International School of Geneva by Maurette 
and E'hipuy respectively, been considered as the beginnings of program 
design for the contemporary history course of 1962-1963 t:~ere would 
have been a very tangible link between the design and prtjblem 
definition stages. While the world history and geography courses were 
available to the actors of 1962, there is no evi lence to suggest that they 
built upon it. In fact Leach (interview 1SI) said that his staff started 
from scratch withour recourse to the work of Maurette or IXtpuy. 
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The table does not inelude all events. Same are on-going over a period 
of years. For instarrce the continuing growth in university recognition 
of the 3 occurred as negotiations took place each year (administration 
stage) and students were accepted to new universities each year 
fexecution stage). The spread of suLjecr panel meetings and the 
continuing school-based Group 6 subject development are indicated in 
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the design stage. 

The stages of implementation coexist during the same time period as 
events unfold. As in the paitcy formation phase, any single event may 
cGntrihute to the developnant of more than one stage. It may also 
c a u x  adjusm~ents to events in a different stage. For example, the 
annual Consultativz C o m ~ i t t e e  meetings (of the execution stage) from 
1969 to 1972 inclusive provided feedback which led to modifications of 
the program during subject panel and examiners' meetings (of the 
design stage) and CO changes in procedures by the IBI) (administration 

Evaluative Feedback and the Policy $tocefg 

Evaluative feedback (during the execution stage) included appreciation 
of the international curriculum orientation, academic rigour and the 
!B a. a wor!d-wide 1abratox-y to explore new teactling and assessment 
techniques. This enhanced its diffusion in national schxrls and led to a 
change in the original intentions of its proponents. The IB was now 
considered to be of benefit, not only to international school 
pupulations, but also to national schools wishing to intro:'uce a sound 
academic fe-,el and a multicultural perspective into their national 
programs. Here was an opportunity to plug into 3 "world laboratory" of 
developments in program design, pedagogy and assessment techniques.. 

The original problem definition concerned university access world- 
wide, an international curriculum perspective, more financially viable 
class sires, intercultural understanding, and support for the ideal af 
ivorld peace. Evaluation during the execution stage led to an 
enlargement of the original issues io include the pedagogical and 
educztima: nee& of nationai systems and the l B  k a m e  firmly 
implanted in many government schmls ir the lJSA and Canada. This 
did not require cnanges to the program design ta csit national schoals - 
they were ailracted 6y the e~istin~internationaf f l a v w  - but it did 
have an effect on the administration and execution stage. As mare 
schools became involved khey aggregated to place on the agenda of the 
IBO Council of Foundailan i motion to lrilld all the examinations in 
May, instead ui jurte, tn coincide with the eerlier fiaish ta the sd~ml 

fhe growth of IB schoctIs amongst the public sectar institutions in 
Nnrfh America in particular is testimony lo an additional need that the 
first actors of the project hzd not farmen.  In early 1% Tyler & &wles, 
consultants to the ~ o r d  Foundation, believed the ib would haw a 
pnsitive influence on the develaprnent of national curriculum and 
as.sessrnent techniques, particularly in the USA. (It was this pfenkial 



to LMIS). whatthey did not see at the time was &at, in some naiional 
scho~ls, the IB would reptdce the heal program which was considered 
academically inferior. 

This retrirn to the problem definition did not alter the original decision 
taken by the ISA to riroceed with an LE but it widened the scope of the 
"prob1e:n" to include the provision of an international curriculum and 
an acad~mic challenge in national schools. 

Hence feedback aciivates a series of policy process events but wiLh 
different decision makers. The timing of the feedback is also important; 
since it wrcured after 1966 usually during th* xerution stage the IBO 
Council of Foundation (and not the ISA) was the policy making W y .  
(In fact the executive committee usually makes recommendations to 
the annual Council of Foundation meeting). The nature of rite feedback 
also determines the level at which a decision is made within the IBO. 
Minor administrative and curriculum adjushnents, far example, are 
decided upon by the appropriate subject committe or the Examinations 
Office. Only if they have significant policy implications are they sent to 
the Council of Foundation for rr.tification otherwise the IBO would 
respond too slowly to evaluative feedback. 

Summary 

The structural properties of the policy process stages have been 
discussed. A distinction was made between linear snd nan-linear 
progression to explain the temporal relationship between the formation 
and implementation phases and the extent to w ~ ~ i c h  events pertaining 
to each stage withia ihese phases weur in tandem, aimufatively, 
sequentially, in reverse chronological order or whatever. 

The role of the policy decision stage in determining the tern; aral 
structure of the whole policy process was discus.wd. The original 
problem definition is altered by subsequent adcption of the IB in some 
national stake schcals. Evaluation feedback from the execution stage 
was seen as a factfir which often heraids a return to previous stages, 
particularly the design stage. 

Conclusions drawn from this discussion are to be found in Chapter 14. 



This chapter analyses the policy process from the angle of vision of the 
actors. The discussion is center& around geametric figures representing 
each of the categories on the AC axis, figures which are faithful to the 
orientation of the cubic matrix forming the conceptual framework of 
this study. Conclusians drawn from this discussion appear in Chapter 
14. 

Along with influential factors, actors ensure iontinuity in the IB policy 
process and establish links when they are common to two or more 
stages. They also form the nexus beeween the two phases of formation 
and implementa5on which seem almost discrete in terms of events. 
The actors identified in this study are: headmasters, teachers, parmts, 
students, university staff, funding organisations, education officials, 
UNEXO and non-education professir-iais. 

Actor lnvofvement and the Conceptual Framework 

In this section Figurs 12.1 to 12.9 show vertical slices of the concepbal 
framework to visualise the involvement of actors across stages of the 
policy process along with the environmental and other factors that 
influenced them. For tfte analysis of each of the policy process stages 
(Chapters 5 to f U) the three dimensional conceptual framework was 
presented in separate horizontal layers - each corresponding to one 
stage. Such a visual presentation i s  faithful to the three interdependent 
diritertsioas ii: palicy forrtatiaii and f i i - t p l e ~ ~ e o  which h i m  :be 
rationale of this thesis policy process stages, actors and factors which 
influence their i~vol-lement. As discussed in Chapter 3, the vertical 
axis AB represer-is tile policy process stages, the two horizontal awes AC 
and AD the actors and the influential factors respectively AI1 visual 
representations in this study maintain the same geometric perspective 
and angle of vision. The total matrix \as a rmtential of 3% cubic spaces, 
none of which can come into existence wiihout an element from each 
of the axes, thus reinforcing the interdependence of these charaderisties 
of the pnfify process. 

The use of cubic shapes to show interacting elements i s  in keeping with 
the geometric propertis and the policy process rationale of the 
framework The reader is remind~d that the occurrence of a number of 
cubic spaces in a particular formation or implementation stage is not an 
indication of intensity of involvement of that set of actors or of the 
number of p p l e  concerned but represents the diversity of factors 
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which influenced actor behaviour. For example, in Figure 12.3 
(parents), page 28ila,  on^. cubic space appears in the administration stage 
(486); tlds d w s  not indicate any lesser involvement of parents than in 
the other stages where three or five cubic spaces appear, It means that, 
dtlriiig the administration stage, parents were made aware of and were 
attracted to the IB as it became more and more internationalfy diffused 
(ADIO): that is, this one influential faclor was the principal reason for 
their iouotvement. Tne five cubes occupying policy decision layer 
(AM) indicate that the (elite) decision makers (of ISA) included parents 
(who held the majority of official positions on the board of the 
International %h&l qf Geneva) and that five factors influenced their 
decision-making role: family welfare (ADZ), ideology concerning a 
peaipi-al world {AD3), economic considerations (ADS) pertaining to the 
International Schmi of Geneva, educational concern% (AD6) about 
providing L. an international curricu~urn perspective and the fol!owin& 
aspects of the swid  ont text factor {AD71 - access to univer,sities across i 

the g lok  [demographic) and a need for intercultural understanding 
(cultural). This does not mean that mare parents were involved or %hat 
the ~ar t ic i~z t ion  of parents was more intense during the policy decision 
stage t4nr during the administration stage. 

Single, vertical segments are used iii this and the next  sec.:.^ + n with the 
same orientation as the conceptual model. Coliectively the group of 
Figures 11.1 to 12.9, representing vertical 5liceS dong the axis AC, show 
which actors are present or not across the stages of policy farmatinn and 
i;np!e~,enta:ion and tvt-iy, individual actors are now the constant. 
'&hi!e a visual presentation of khe whole matrix would nat be 
.- i : , ,paai -  ar an paper i t  wvtfci be tim dut te rd  to he of elucidatry 
trrr.ri;?it; The reader needs m relate a!! vertical segments or horizontal 
!a)-ers to the context of the matrix to which they hlong.  Maintaining 
the same orientation assisls the reader to iiientify where, within the 
iotiai gamtetric shape, any partiruiar iayfr or vertrcal segment fits. 

Cl~anging aassificatiitn of Actor-, 

A a<!or;r &an== ~filas rk~m~ehau! the ~,~ic:; p r m e s  m& therefore = - -  """ b 
provide iinks between stages as individuals but aaf nmssarily as 
rep~rertatives i a f  a particular categor:l of actors. A person is given a 
clasri. cation which romesfnnds most to the function far which that 
individuat twcme invnived at a particula: stage; The five actow who 
are most aiEskd by &is are dims& bflow. 

Gmmaghrigh was eier:ed to the board af the international %hml of 
Geneva and ta the ISA executive betause he was the parent of chiIdren 
at an intemativnai schcmi. in his subsequent capadky as chaiman of 
the &E5 and then the fRC3 Council he is classified as a non-Pdrreatiom 
pr:~fssiana! &cause being the parent of children in an intematiunai fEi 
s:f:cx?,u:i was sot a rrlndition of office and his full-time wmpafian was in 



Kenarid and Bonner were initially teachers at the Intematiana! Schwl 
of Geneva when they first started to collaborate with other teachers on 
courses ittr ai, international diploma. Banner then became executive 
secretary of EES in 1%: and later nf IBO; from this time she is classified 
as an education official, that is, she worked for an organisation (other 

an 1 school) whcse main business was education. rienaud became 
d e p u i ) . - d i r ~ ~ r  of 180 in 1967 and is therefore also ;ified as an 
education official from that date. 

Peterson h a  three category shifts: from headmaster during the problem 
defi~ition stage to university staff =ember when hc was gradually 
becoming more involved with :he work on the It3 to education official 
wheAi he became director of iSES and then :W. 

Rear-ASmiral CIesmond Haare was Initially a noneducation 
p,ofessianai az he had spent his life in the British navy. He had notions 
a h ~ u t  t .du~atioi~ as he had trained marines in his early days, but this 
~4.; no ionger his main function, and certainly not as a Rear-Admiral. 
- - 

bte then ihinged iwnrtians when he became the first headmaster of 
At:.~nt:c College. 

ti:Lb?rers of rdueati,?n are always treated as non-education 
-r-f-5-;-- ..,i,iia13 kzacse their wincipa! function is political, not ,,, 
wd*gagic;.S; L even ri they have had a harkground in education [as some 
did1 

= h,,rrt e~ oi the actors . ike on an i~ternaiionai djmer,sii?n i i f  they did nnl 
.11:ea,?y ~3ssms i t f .  An in:crnatic>rrat actor defined in Chapter 5 as 
an ~ r ~ t t t i u t "  officer (of an  organisation or assc~ciation camprising 
members from different mu%iris and having an intttrnaiinnal rather 

. 
:?TA- - ~ . ~ ~ * ~  r-a';-.~..,: ~~~ rils-5 x>me actors in 18 pr!iicy forn~ntion and 
rn~~ir.xren'aticn had rirrernatrilnal reputations known to almust 
ct.cr\c.nr ~tkch as the Prince ul Wairs and L0I-d M*2ountbatten: others 

~. h36 infi:~ndfp;'"df :fp?z!&li:>r.s 'knirwn to p p l e  with pafticuiar 
:nti*recij For eramp!tr & U ~ ~ ~ O T S  knew a b u t  Kzr t  Iahn for his . . 
& .> :~  . - q - ~ T  

i #- ,i._6a;.i,s:2, i>r ,,o~dunr;;ona, Chfward R=atmd and €he Duke ~f Edinburgh 
Awards, and Aiec Petemon inr his woik in comparative ducation. 
I - . - ~ ~ - = -  .,,, hi;pzz %. ..L * *as -. krkxsii ~ m ? ~ p r ; :  pSiticians* &pImaks ;)if 

., ,,arittrtnt businem crtmmuniki ).thrailgh his ~ i i e r t o r s h i ~  of the 
Euiotwxn Qtficr ili the Ctr~rnle End~trme~rrf Inr i.il_trtd Peace. Gmraes- 

S-- S .~ 
kfi:nri Mat td ,  a i  editt2r of )he Tribrrnr L i%afi_v< was knowzi in 
E:~:ot;e atid the LEA where he had k m  a fs~rmtrr corwspndent for !he 
iamr nrwspapr and was a ~ T U F . ~  nf the Twmt-;Pth Century Fund. 
fy-!~. . , ,!~~rna:s an3 defence pnonnei  knew Rear-Admiral hsmond Hmre 
n d  ~~~ ret~rf:sn through his work t~nder FTfountbatten in Mrtaysia during 
:he T+c~-nii World Via: The headmaster+, :eachms, students and fkeir 



environment and had many international contacts but not necessariiy 
world-wide reputations. Some of these aaars like Cofe-Baker 
(headmaster) and Leach (teacher and !SA consultant) gained 
reputations amongst a number of international schmls thr?ugb their 
many visits associated with ISA projects. 

Headmasters 

Headmasters figure in all stages of the policy process and far reasons 
similar to those of teachers. The individual headmasters involved at 
various stages change over time but a small number played a role 
during more than one stage. Only o re  headmaster provided a link 
across all policy process stages. Figure 12.1 does not indici which 
headmasters were active parhcipants and when (this was in the 
discussion of previous dlapters), but it d w s  show th? :hey were, 
collectively, a group of important actors during thz stages of the prslicy 
process. 

The first headmaster to be involved during the problem definition 
stage was Meyhoffer of the International Schml of Geneva. He 
proposed a maturiti infetndionale in 1925 for principally demographic 
reasons related to university entrancc for internationally mobile 
stddents and also 'because he saw the nt3d for some international 
coordination of educational programs. Ku,: Yahn, the "father" of the 
W C  movement, also recognised the necessity of m internatiord 
curriculum experience rh as the one he had started at Salem in 
Germany, then at Gor~~nstrsun In Scotland and finally at Atlantic 
College in 1962, the first of the United World Colleges. h the Iate 1920s 
and the 1930s Madame Maurette, director of the International School of 
Geneva, developed a world history cwlrse (while her father Monsieur 
Dupuy developed a world geography G nurse) 'because she muid see it 
fulfilling an educational need of students in her school, In the late 
1940s b e k e  (Holland) and Theis (France) wished to organise 
international student exchanges to inthoduce students to other ways of 
life (c~ltural factor} and to coordinate curPicula and examifiations 
(educational factorf, They suggested an inter~ational diploma which 
CIS agreed could be offered individ~ially by each school, the common 
requirement being that second language and an essay related to global 
issues were compulsory. 

Later Cole-Baker helped define the problem during the early 1960s 
when he mooted an international university entrance diploma as a 
way of encouraging student displacement worldwide {ADn (and 
responding to the sl~bsequent difficulty of university access) - this 
would contribute to a peaceful, cooperative world. He was influenced 
by this idmlogy (AD31 as a result of active war m-vice. In addition he 
had the pressing economic problems (AC15) of the International School 
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of Geneva to contend with and the international diploma idea v~ould 
create more viable class sizes rather than four or five disparate, small, 
uneconomical groups, each following a national curriculum (which 
was not suited to the students' international needs anyway). Roquette, 
who was head of the French Section at the school in the early 1%0s, was 
passively supportive. Across the Atlantic in 2951 Forbes, f i e  new 
headmaster of WNIS who had been head of the English Language 
Section at the International School of Geneva until 1960 and an ISA 
member, mooted a UNIS international diploma for reasons of student 
mobility (AD7). 

Dur--.g the summer school holidays of 1962 Blackburn, deputy- 
headmaster of Atlantic College, and Peterson, who had just completed a 
term as headmaster of Dover College, developed an educational 
program to offer students of Atlantic College. They were motivated by 
educational concerns about the inappropriateness of the GCE " A  levels 
for the international student population they were about to rece~ve. 

During the aggregation stage the CIS represented the grouping of 
headmasters of internationally-minded (national) schools where Hahn, 
Boeke and Theis coniinued to be prominent in their desire to promote 
an international experience for students for the educational and social 
reasons already evoked. Cole-Baker and Roquette were the only 
headmasters in the ISA when it was created by parents in 1951; Col* 
Bakeis role as part of the I5A executive greatly assisted that 
association's decision to trial an international diploma. 

During the agenda setting stage Cole-Baker was driven particularly by 
ideological and economic factors to keep the advantages of an 
~nternat~onal diploma before the parents of the ISA executive. UN15 
(New York] and same other schools also had a similar problem of 
disparate, nationally-grouped classes, but it was ColeBaker at the 
International School of Geneva who was really acting on thi,. As a 
member of tke ISA executive and the board of the school he was 
lnvoived in the decision to promote a contemporary history syllabus 
and examination, and to design programs in other subjects if the 
contemporary history experience proved to be successful. Cole-Baker 
was influenced by his ideology concerning a peaceful world, access to 
universities (educational), rhe need for international understanding 
(cultural) and the financial prob!ems facing his school (economic). 

During the design stage Coie-Baker was a major motivating force, 
influenced by the problem of universiby access for internationally 
mobile students. He urged teachers at  the International School cif 
Geneva to write down a curriculum in each subject area which would 
reflect the needs of international students in the years ahead. 
Uemographlc considerations outweighed other influential factors 
during this stage of program design and p:anning. 
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The administration stage was ccncerned with marketing the IB, finding 
suitable pilot schoo' dnd organising funding for the project. Colc-Baker 
marketed the IB to universities and schools in the USA, Africa and 
Europe. He also had discussions concerning the IR with the Ford 
Foundation in New York and with International School Services (ISS). 
He remained the most active headmaster during this stage, but other 
headmasters also became involved for the first tirn? In 1965 Cole 
(UNTS) and Rscher-Woflpert (in Germany) joined tit ISES Council and 
Scfierer was appointed headrilaster of the Lyc& St Germain-en-kye in 
Paris D u r i n ~  the February 1954 % v r ~  conference, Fischer-Wollpert 
and Blackburn (deputy-headmaster of Atlantic College) chared the 
Syllabus and Standards Commission, and the Examination Procedures 
Commis>*un respectively. 

Lejeune flnternational School of Geneva) was responsible for forming 
the Standing Conference of Heads of IB Schrwls (%C) in 1977 following 
a meeting of headmasters the year before in Peterson's office in London 
where Gellar (Copenhagen international School) suggested that all IF5 
schools should pay and annual subscription to fund the ID Office. 
Lejeune's initial mot~vation was economic (AD51 but became 
educational as exchanges of pedagogical and administrative ideas or 
probiem occurrec 

The first examination of the European Baccalaureate occurred in 1959. 
This created an educational context conducive to the ready acceptance 
of a baccalaureate which would embrace a world view. Moreover 
headmasters (Forks and Coie of UNIS are notable example) were 
becomlng increasingly convinced that national curricula were 
inadequate educational preparation for international school students 
(ADb). The difficuity of gaining access to universities without the 
appropriate national matriculation qualification was a factor directly 
reiated to the demography of internationally-mobile families (AD7 
soda1 context) which lnfiuenced headmasters to support the ID. Ftnaf!y, 
more and more headmasters were becoming aware of the IB as its 
reputation spread through international diffusion (AWlOf. 

AI! of the headmasters figuring in the administration stage were also 
key actors during the execution stage where their schools were trialling 
the IB program along with newcomers such as Sa'd (National College, 
Choueifat, Beirut) and Trvine (Jranzamin International School, 
Teheran) Cole-Baker was involved during the exploraiory period 1962- 
1966 when students from the International School of Geneva sat the 
contemporary history examination in June 1963. He was still 
headmaster when students took history and geography examinations at 
the school in June 1967, the first year of the trial examinations period 
(1967-1L/69). He resigned in 1968 rather disillusioned, not because of the 
IB, but because of a massive rift in the EI: .~o~  community due to his 
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decision (supported by the board) that the English and French Language 
Sections should be amalgamated as an economic measure resulting in 
34 teachers being issued with dismissal notices {Ecole Infemationalr de 
Geneve: 50e .llnniversaire 1924-1974: 225). Cole-Bake; is the only 
headmaster whose actions impinged on each stage of the @icy process. 
He is an elite actor without whom the IB might never have been born 

Cole-Baker qualifies as an elite actor with leverage which is recognised 
through one or more of reputation, position and socizl participation 
(Bauer Br Gergen 1968: 181-204). He served with the Royal Corps of 
Signals in Africa, Ceylon, India and Burma from 1939 to 1946. During 
1945 he was appointed Cnief Instructor to the Army Training Centre in 
Nanyuki, Kenya. After the war he attended a refresher course in 
teaching at Queens University, Belfast where he had graduated in 
chemical technology; he feii the need to teach after his war experience. 
After beaching in grammar schools in Northern Ireland and England he 
- .r,> ,,- appointed head of the science department at the International 
School of Geneva in 1955. 

The following comments (already cited in this thesis) from 
independent actors, orally and in writing, provide a profile of his 
reputation: 'knew how to delegate, how to get things done; a forceful 
character, convincing and idealistic; excellent reputation as a leader in 
education; a visionary with courage; the kindest man in the world, not 
always tactfui, a very popular teacher; had a fanatical belief in 
international education to repair the damaged relatianships of war; 
growing internationai school communities throughout the world 
constantly seek his counsel; a pioneer and defender of the cause of 
international schools everywhere; a zealous missionary for 
international education." As headmaster of the English Language 
Section at the International School of Geneva and active executive 
mer 'mr falso secretary) of ISA he travetled considerably around the 
wwid and became an authority on international education; he was 
most respected for the functions he perfamed intensively from 1961 to 
1957 at the International School of Geneva and abroad. He did not have 
a high public profile beyond the normal social exigencies of a post as 
headmaster. 

Collectively the headmasters accepted the IB, principally influenced by 
ideological (AD31, demographic and cult~iral (AD71, a ~ d  international 
diffusion (AD101 factors. Table 12.1 indicates the involvement of 
headmasters who principal actors during policy fsmation and 
implementation. 
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Policy Process Stages 

admn~st-auon Fischcr-Wollpr$, Forbes, Cole, Blackburn, L?le-Baker, %herer, 

exmuon 

Table 12.1 Involvement of Headmasters Throughout the iB Policy 
Process 

Teaches 

The I6 was a teachzr-inspired initiative. "The impetus had been sown 
amongst the idealists at the international School of Geneva since the 
school itself was iounded by idealists with an idealistic goal - the 
creation of the first truly international school" said Goormaghtigh (23rd 
IB Counal of Foundation Minutes 1990: 14). The idealists were the 
teachers as Figure 1% 2 shows, spurred on by Cote-Baker as headmaster 
(Figure 12 l), and with the support of Goormaghtigh, Cook and other 
parents (Figure 12 3) on the board of the School. This was an in-house 
school initiative which had precedents as far back as Meyhoffer's 
attempt to launch a matursfk internntionale in 1925, Maurette and 
Dupuy's international history and geography courses in the 19305, and 
the i2ternational diploma proposed by Bwke (director of the 
Werkplaats International Children's Gornmunity in Bilthoven, 
fiol!anb) Theis [headmaster of the College CPt-&ai-l, France) during 
the seminal C15 deiiberatiorls of 1949. 

Figure 12.2 indicates that teachers were instrumental actors during the 
formation phase stages of problem definition, aggregation and agenda 
setting but were not inv~hfed  in taking the palicy decision. The social 
context was a major driving force w l k h  aroused educatianai concerns, 
part~rularlp during the aggregation and agenda setting stages. It must be 
remembered that these were teachers in nuly inte~nationril  schools (as 
defined in this study) brought together i h r o ~ ~ g h  the EA. (EIS members 
were "internationally-minded" national schools). Hence they were 
concerned about the demographic movement of students on a global 
scale and the consequent problems of university entrance and 
cu~~icu lum continuity. They had had before them, in their classes, 
students who encountered these difficulties. Except for the students and 
parents, they were closest to the problem. In addition these teachers 
were in an environment where a mix of nationalities and experience of 
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living in a number of countries was the rule rather than the exception - 
quite different from that of a national school. The students often had 
no fixed natlonal roots. Teachers soon realised the inappropriateness of 
any one natlonal curriculum perspective and the need for a program 
with an international orientation which would respect different 
cultural points of view and theyefore be in tune with the students' own 
experiences. 

The teachers were also idealistic and believed that an international 
curriculum would enhance intercultural understanding and prevent 
further occurrences of the two world wars. Interestingly enough some 
of the major protagonists (Leach for example) were Quakers who 
believed utterly in a peaceful world. Certainly a number of teachers at 
the InternatIona1 School of Geneva were Quakers (Leach interview 
1991) who found teaching in an international school absolutely 
consonant with their philosophy of peace and tolerance towards others 
regardless of race, religion or colour. Although hard evidence is not 
available from this research, it is possible that international schools, all 
of which have such a common ethos, attracted Quakers along with 
teachers whose war experience had convinced them of the necessity to 
strive for a peaceful world and to begin by educating children tn this 
vein. 

During all the stages of the implementation phase ediicatinnal and 
sttcial contextual factors contlnue to figure prominently for teachers. 
International diffuston gradually spread the IB idea to teachers during 
the administration stage while technical analysis of the program and 
the IB regulations by teachers was extremely important during the 
administration and execution (program delivery) stages. 

Two teachers at the International School of Geneva stand out as elite 
actors with leverage: Leach and Renaud. Leach gave the lead in history, 
a heavily culture-laden subject, followed by Renaud in French, 
philosophy and the Theory of Knowledge. Renaud played a major role 
in gaining support from the French ministry of education. Both held 
positions and acquired reputations which gave them influence. They 
did not have a pub!ic participation profile such that they were 
constantly in the media or ak public social functions. Their leverage was 
based on the other two criteria - reputation and position - whose 
components are indicated in Table 12.2. 

These actors influenced and enthused other teachers and the decision- 
makers of ISA. They had clout amongst their peers in the educational 
milieu of their school and schools abroad Their influence was 
pri-arily educat~anal ;  they were respected as excellent teachers and 
i~tnovaiive curriculum developers. By convincing those with 
diplomatic and political leverage - Goormaghtigh, Peterson and, via 
Atlantic College, Mountbatten - the necessary econtlmic and moril 



support at government level was achieved. 

@ft& . ~ t  curriculum development. 

Parents 

The reader is reminded of ihe distinction between parent and non- 
education professional as defined in this study, since a number of actors 
might qualify for both labels. Non-education professionals are people 
whose work is not concerns? with education such as businessmen, 

many of these people are also parents. Any individual acting in an 
of:icial or itnofiicial capacity by virtue of having the status "pared'  
wc>uld 'W given that fatwt. For exanlple, Goom~aghtigh was elected to 
the board of the International School of Geneva because he was the 

~ , f  ')f th2 i3,2 ;. 1-p- 
L a  n was eiecied to the E A  

eseixriue, again by virtue of being a parent, where he Has a major 
~ i l ~ p i l r t i ' r  oi a1lo&ing the 18 project to begin. However, when he 
Fi-- ~. . .~iarnt .  - - : inallgurai chairman of the ISES Council and then president of 

t h ~  !RD C O U ~ C ~ !  OF Fcundation f r ~ w  1967 to 1980 he is  regarded iii ibis 
r-iudv as a non-education professianal - director of the European Office 
i - ~ f  r h ;  Carnegie Endowment for International Peace - since these 
fanciion were not designated specifically far parents of children at an 
i:;,ieraatianai school. 

The disiinction is for ciaritication. Xn reality the categories blur. 
Gacrrr~aghtigh, io: exampie, hat: ztuch irrfiuenre in the educaiian and 
kmsi~ecs cnmmunity of Geneva (and in  New York) during his rime on 
[he h a r d  of the fnternatianal School o; Geneva and ISA (as a parent) 
because ~ t l  the international stature of his professional position. 

Figure 12.3 indicates that parents were involved in prohlern definition 
tor three reasons; In fact it was Gwrmaghtigh who was worried about 
:he financial 3 2 :  X:ility of small classes (ADS economic context); it was 
he who sought a ~ a a x f u l  world after having been a prisoner of war 
:AD3 idtrulagies). We also wanted a solution to the disruption or loss of 
overseas r~pportunity to families unwilling to risk their children's 
access to university in an international setting (AD2 family weifarej. 
While other parents shared his concerns? he was the mask influential 
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 rent actor during the problem definition stage. 

Figure 12.3 indicates parents acting for technological reasons (AD%. 
This refers to the international mobility of families being enhanced by 
technological advances in travel and telecommunications. This 
demographic phenomenon is the raison d'ztre behind the growth of 
international schools. 

During the aggregation stage the actors were the parents who formed 
and participated in the 6 A  including Pickard, Cook and Goormaghtigh 
of the Internatio.~aI School of Geneva, and parents from UN 
international schools. Collectively they formed aggregations in the 
policy process for reasons of family welfare, ideology and education 
(and not economic considerations since the ISA was not formed for any 
financial reason). These parents wanted to promote tlnternationnl 
education in international schoo!~. 

During the agenda setting stage8 IC 4 parents (almost exclusiveiy UN 
civil servants) represented initially three international schools in 
Europe and one in New York which catered for their children. This 
group acted for two main reasons. Tiney believed in the need for 
university access world-wide (AD7 demographic) and in the need to 
sttive for international cooperation and tolerance in line with the 
ideals (AD31 of the UN, their employer. These parents also saw the 
necessity of a curriculum which gave a global perspective to their 
internationally itinerant diildren. Gwamaghtigh and Cook were 
parents on the board of the International School of Geneva; they were; 
therefore, also influenced to act by the poor economic situation at the 
school (ADS). 

During the policy decision stage parents were the principal protagonists 
because they comprised the majority membership of ISA, the de, ision 
making body, and of the board of the International School of Geneva 
which accepted the recommendation of ISA to proceed with work 
towards an international diploma. Goormaghtigh was chairman of the 
board of the International School of Geneva and Cook was chairman oi 
S A  when :he decision was made in September 1962. They were both on 
the board and the ISA executive. They were the most influential of the 
parents because of their ideologies concerrung a better world (AI.33) and 
their support for intercultural understanding (AR7), two aspects 
connected arectly with their prof~ssional employment: Gmrmaghtigh 
was Director of the European Office of the Carnegie Endowment for 
Internationai Peace and Cook was a UN employee highly placed in the 
World Health Organisation :n Geneva. They were also influenced by 
concern for an appi'opriate international program for peripatetic 
students (AI36 educatinnal context) and for the financial problems at 
the International School of Geneva to which numerous small classes in 
national divisians contributed (AD5 economic context). Gmrmaghtigh, 



and other parents were influenced by the welfare of their own 
children and their wish that family units be able to move across the 
world without disruption caused by the unavailability of courses which 
would evenhally lead to university access "back home" or elsewhere 
in the ~ o r l d  (AD2 family welfare). 

parents do not figure during the design stage. Parents in general assisted 
the rr.;uketkg of the IB as they heard cf its reputation via international 
diffusion. ~nternaiionally mobile families rend to have friends in many 
pa r s  of the world. As the IB spread, the ccmtact with "W' children of 
friends in other countries became an increasingly direct method of 
marketing. This led to parents enrolling their children in the IB 
program at the execution stage to keep the family together while abroad 

In tabular form the incidence of parental involvement over policy 
process ztagw is as follows: 

I 
problem definition Gwrmaghtigh 

aggrrgation 1SA: Pickard, Caok, Goormaghtigh 

agenda settin.: Goomghtigh, Cook, others 

policy decision Gmmghtigh, Cook, others 

administration p f e n l s  in various parts of the world attracted &,;.~ugh 
international diffusion of IB infomatioll 

execution parents enrol children fop family welfare reawns 

Table 12.3 Principal Farent Actors During Policy Process Stages 

Goorrnaghtigh was the one link during each of the stages rtd policy 
farmation. The design, administration and executian were left 
employed personnel sf ISES and then IBU. As president of the IB 
Council of Foundation from 1967 to 1980 he had an important role in 
oi-?$seeing and facilitating (through his many international contacts 
and influence) the wider acceptance of the IB, but the design md 
execution functions were not directly in his domain. Table 12.3 d w s  not 
show him during the administration stage as he was then classified as a 
non-education professional. Understandibly parents were not involved 
in implementation except as receptors of information a b u t  the IB 
program via international diffusian which assisted the marketing 
aspect of the administration stage. 

Students 

Figure 12.4 shows that students are consyicuously absent during the 
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formation phase. While w~rld-wide university acceptance was a 
problem for students, they did not forr.1 any aggregation to lobby fcr a 
soli 7. Rather their parents represented them as a League of 
NationsIUN "group" during the pr6blem definition stage acd via the 
ISA during the aggregation and decision stages Above all, teachers and 
headr~asters played important roles. They were, among ather things, 
concerned about the welfare of the students: this gave them a status of 
In loco parentis. Students themselves were not important actors in any 
of the stages of policy formation and therefore did not form any cubic 
spaces wiihin that phase on the g~ometric shape of the conceptual 
framework. They came into greatest prominence at the execution stage 
(AB7) where they were the receivers of the "treatment," and via the 
annual. Crnsultative Committee they gave feedback pertinent to the 
program design stage (A%) in ~articular. This enabled effective 
educational (AD61 adjustments concerning curriculum development 
and assessment iechniques to be made Students tmk the program 
pr:mariiy for Lzatans of self-interest (AD4): it provided access to an 
interriationaily demanding educational program (ADS) which was 
recognised by universities world-wide (demographic AD7). 

Figure 12.4 also shows student involvement at  the administration stage 
(AB61 of policy imolementstion where international diffusion (ADlOf 
had a marketing effect which attracted them to the XI3 The demographic 
(social context) factor of university access for internationally mobile 
students (AD71 also played an important role in their participation in 
the administration (A86) and execution (AB71 stages as can be seen in 
Figure 12.4. Students also appreciated the internakional curriculum 
perspective leduzational factor AD61 which the IB courses conveyed 
and so were rnterested in taking the program and sitting the 
examinations (AB7). 

From the first five students who sat the new contemporary history 
e:miiiiatioii in 1963 through to the ir~creaslng number who entered for 
s~ujecrs during the trial and examination periods, there was a 
wili~ngness to take the IB in addition to their national examinations (in 
the rnalority of cases) df~spite the extra burden i n c u d .  'The children 
an6 their oarents were the heroes of the :R; they did not know whether 
the program wauid be accepted at univrrsitieg," said Ruth Banner (23rd 
IS Counal of Foundation Meeting Minutes 1990: 16). Students' 
knowledge of the IB was transmitted to them initially by their 
headmasters and teachers, a d .  as international diffusion became an 
increashgly important factor, bf their parents and students in other 
parts of the world. 

Univeasity Staff 

Univers~ty staff (Figure 12.5) and education officials [Figure 12.7 page 
2913 - members of government m private education authorities, 
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examination boards, etc.) were not involved in the policy formation 
phase because the impetus did nor come from khosc quarters. (Same 
education officials were invcllred in the furthering of international 
mobilirv which served as a backdrop to the founding of the 
~;iterna.tianal School of Gerreva - for instauce, the creation of the 

The first univitrsit~ staff actors to participate in the I D  policy process 
were Siutis and Haiis. Siotis was professor of education at the 

I R Y I ) .  Siutis id Creek origin) was chairman of the first ISES Examining 
Bi~ard. He t~ritered Lhe IB policy process at the design stage of poiicy 
irn~lel.r,~'i'.!ation. Siotis addressed teachers at the lntirnational School 
of Geileva on curriculum innovation and developme~t, a topic for 
which he was an enthusiast. 1-55 participation was therefore for 
eiiircatianal reasons. 

Dr Bill Eia1ls of the i?xfcrrd Department of Educatii~n was involved in 
research into the sixth form curriculum in Britain and was undertaking 
a comparative study of preuniversity courses across Europe. This 
brought him to the XZarch 1964 SPvr= Conference of European 
- ~ icacners Sisociatioc, French Section, whme the IB project was 
prciientsii. fie then became interestr-d and took part in meetings 
ci~nccrnt.d with program design, particularly the 1967 §Pyres iB 
conifrence where he chaired the commission on nsressrncnt. Pie was 
&airman of the fRi7 Fwrninations bi~ard in :96f and in the ssriie year 
hc. t.ecLtme i j i i ~ i t ~ ; .  ~f !h*: i!ei.;!:,:-il5:2~~i~b,~d oklctfii L<esearch ui:it 
until LT?, l!~l!s was thus inx~oiv& in the evaiuation of the program 
which cxcurrej at the e%ecutio;? stage. 

. . 'pplic;lt:-.~s. blThereas :he t.unive:sii)- !ecturerp. acting as IB examiners --- ~- 
. . > C ~ =  i t .~i~rrtLed with the delivery ui euarninxtinn papers and student 
-A.-.. i ..,uI:.;, ihe admissions officers were concerned with &he rcxeipt of 
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(AD6) but also because it facilitated their work by obviating the necessity 
to equate diplomas from various parts of the world - a time-consuming 
task There was, therefore, an important factor of self-interest (AD41 
which played a part. 

Alef Peterson had been headmaster of Dover College and was a b u t  to 
become d~rector of the Department of Educational Studies at Oxford 
when he first went to At!antic College in the summer holidays of 1962 
to work on its curriculum with Robert Blackburn for the new school 
year. This curriculum development work took place in response to a 
problem: here was a school about to open its doors for the first !l%e to 
an international student body for whorr GCE " A  levels would be 
inappropriate (because the latter reprsmted one national and cultural 
perspective) and inadequate to ensure university acceptance around the 
globe. Hence Peterson did make a contribution to the problem 
definition stage, independently of the Internz,ional School of Geneva, 
as a headmaster, since it was in that capacity that he had known of the 
Atlantic College plans and had met Blackburn for ;he first time in 1960 
(Blackburn 1988). 

Atlantic College participated in IB syllabus construction from 1963 with 
teachers from the international School of Geneva; the latter school had 
trainee teachers from Oxford, herce Peterson came to >&ow about the 
IB project. Peterson's first contact with the project occurred in 
Plovember 1944 when he visited the International School of Geneva 
and was impressed with the curriculum development work taking 
place. He later had a  articular role in shaping the Theory of 
Knowledge course during the design stage where his motivation was 
edu -allonal. Peterson's main contribution was, however, during the 
adrr.i,?lstration stage, initially as a university staff actor involved for 
reasons of technical analysis of the projected iB program. 

Peterson disliked tkre " A  levels, m.d preferred a broader range af 
subjects ch as those offered by the IB. He had also had war rewice 
under Mountbatten; hence an ideology of world peace played an 
influen,ial part in his involvement. This is indicated in Figure 12.7 
because Peterson changed actor stabs from university staff ta education 
official when he became part-time director of ISES in 19%. Because of 
his international educational statute Peterson provided, during the 
administration stage, the necessary clout to clinch a s~bs tan t ia f fundin~  
agreement with the Ford Foundation. He also marketed the I3 to 
universities, schools and governments across the globe. His only 
presence during the policy formation phase was as a headmaster 
assisting with curriculum development at Atlantic College; he entered 
the 1% policy process at the design stage and played a key role during 
most of the implementation phase. 

Peterson had the attributes of a person with high leverage. The 
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following comments pertain to his reputation: "a visionary with 
ibarirfi~a; very competent and convincing; rationa?, imaginative, with 
tsntastic persisience; admired by his students; an outst.. .rling 
international education figure; bright, caring, civilised." He quickly 

was educated at Oxford and entered the teaching profession in 193Z1 
During the %cond World War he was Deputy-Director of Psycho!ogical 
Warfarp for South-East Asia Con~rnand under Mountbatten. From 
1952-51 he was Director-General of Information Services during the 

ifeterson 147 i :  RII Moreover, his war-time experience under 
?.fountbatten previded him with in-roads into~diplomatic and political 
circles on an international scale. He figured prominently in educational 
iitrrature. particularly ixt ihd field of comparative education, and at 
educational symposia but was not a public figure in the sense that 

At  the exsi-ution stage university lecturers and professors parkicipated 
as ID examiners for educationai reasons confirmed by technical analysis 
of the program. The admissions officers received student demands with 
IB diploma results and accepted them for reasons of self-interest (AD41 
and aiso because they were education,nally attracted after t&nical 

Funding Organisalians 

ir-rf internatlunai curricliiurn development during the formation phase. 
f r  was the Ford Foundation which gave the first known assistance for 
such research at W15 in 1955. This contributed to the definition of the 
problem (ABI): the Ford Foundation was interested itl how 
international curricula could developed and applied to USA 
na.;onal schools and saw U3.15 (then a primary school only) as an ideal 
la'mratafy for such research, given its international student fopulation. 
This same funding drew the attention of the ISA decision makers as 
UMS was represented on that association by its h r d  president Steinig, 
and vice -;rt?sident h l ia  Henderson. It was an important pr::ctcedent 
which assisted getting the proposal for an international diploma can the 
agenda CAB32 of YSA in 1962; the decision makers were thee aware af a 
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possible funding source - an important consideration in deciding about 
the launching of a project, The Ford funding to UNIS was motivated by 
an educational concern (AD6f for improving and internationalising 
American education, (UNESCO provided some small grants to ISA 
which related directly to international education and indirectly to an 
international diploma during the formation stage; this is discussed in 
the next section). 

The largest financial contributions came from the Twentieth Century 
Fund and the Ford Foundation during the implementation phase: 

1964 December: Twentieth Century Fund US$75 000 
1966 Oftober: Ford Foundation USS300 000 
1968. I'wentieth Century Fund US575 000 

Ford Foundation US$200 000 

These two organisational actors found the TB project educationally 
(ADS) interesting and assigned education experts, who were employed 
by them, to work with the project and to report back to each 
organisation: Mayer (Twentieth Centuq Fund), Bowles and Tyler (Ford 
Foundation). As was usual wi!h all projects financed by the Twentieth 
Century Fund, a book was written about the IB by Maver called Diploma 
11968). These benevolent societies were also acting toprovide finanrial 
resources to the ISES/IBO to enhance the economic context (AD5) in 
which the fB project was evolving. 

Overpies were first made to the Twentieth Century Fund by the ISA in 
1962 when Leach (teacher) wrote a proposal to undertake international 
curriculum development ..&nth a view to arriving at an international 
university entrance diploma. During the next year Leach met with 
Georges-Henri Martin (non-education professional), a trustee of the 
Twentieth Century Fund, editor of the Trihlcne de GI.E&V and 2 h d  
member at the Int-rnational School of Geneva, to explain the proposal. 
Martin arranged for August Hecksher, the director of the Twentieth 
Century Fund and President Kennedy's Adviser on the Arts, to visii 
Geneva and discuss the proposal. Hecksher and his educational adviser, 
Mayer, were ;ilzpressed with the IB project and saw its educational 
potential (AD61 as a result of an analysis (ADI) of the proposed IB 
program. So, two years after the initial approach thc funding came. 

The Ford Foundation grant took longer to clinch. The first contact by 
the Geneva school was in August 1963 when Knight [a teacher at the 
school) visited the foundation while in New York, representing the 
embryonic ISES. There followed a visit by Leach (teacher) and Siotis 
(university staff) in April 1964 whereupon interest was shown but no 
commitment given. A Ford Foundation consultant, nevertheless, went 
to Geneva in June 1965 acd met with Cole-Baker (headmaster). As a 
result, Cole-Baker, assisted by Nansi Poirel and Gerard Renaud, went to 
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New York and wade a presentss!on to the foundation at an evening 
reception. The money was still i o t  f. rthcoming. it was not until 
September 1955 wl-2n Peterson tc,,resenting Oxford and Hanson 
representing tht College Entrance Examination Board met with Shep 
Stone at th2 Ford Foundation office in New York that a grant was made. 
What bad been previously lacking was now apparent: a strong 
commitment by two credible organisations represented by two reputable 
educators whose very presence together underscored the international 
nature of the project - one Scothsh, the other American 

Other organisational actors contributed to the TB0 and IBNA from 1976. 
A list of foundations which offered financial assistance to the IBO is to 
be found in Appendix 3. To assist the six (which became seven) year 
experiments! period from 1970 to 1976, in addition to the Twentieth 
Century Fund and the Ford Foundation grants, the following 
benevolent societies contributed in 1967-1968: 

Dulverton Trust B2 WO for 6 years 
Calouste Gulbenkian Fund US$12 OM3 for 3 years 
Wenner-Gren Foundation U% OOQ for 3 years 
Agnelli Foundation unknown grant 
(Peterson 1987: 83) 

From 1973 to 1975 part of the Gulbenkian Fund grant was used :o 
investigate whether the IB developed a wider interest and 
involvement in creative and aesthetic activity (Hampton 1976: 267). 

The funding provided by the Twentieth Century Fund, the Ford 
Foundation and the above institutions was divided between design and 
administrative functions The on-going developmerrt and refinement 
of curricula and examination procedures required many subject 
committee meetings which took place in different parts of the world 
and involved international travel. Examiners had to be appointed and 
paid to set and mark scripts; subject guides far teachers and IB 
regulations were produced in English and French [and later in 
Spanish). Translation and instantaneous interpretation services [for 
some conferences) took (and still do take) an importint slice out of 
IBO's budget. (A number of companies and governments aLw provtded 
funding for specific projects related to curriculum development in the 
sciences in particular). In addition to this program development aspeci 
iii the design stage, funds were needed t~ bring people together to pfnn 
for the administrative structure necessary to carry out the execution of 
the program. 

The administration stage required financial resources to pay salaries, 
travel and office expenses of employees at ISES/IBO, lBNA (in New 
York from 1976) and at other regional office.. as they were established: 
Europe (at the head office in Geneva), Latin America (Buenos Aires), 
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South-East Asia (Singapore), and Africa and the Middle East (London). 
Travel expenses in an international organisation are obviously a larger 
part of the budget than in a national counterpart. Four main activities 
had to be maintained. 
marketing :o universities, schools, ministries of education, national 
governments and examining boards; 

. program delivery to schools; 

. research and development functions requiring an increase in human 
and material resources; and 

. continuous searching for a financial base for the organisation from 
benevolent institations, national governments, corporate sponsorship 
by industry, and inOividua1 school registration feeJ. 

In reIation to the last point, it is not always obviott; that raising money 
requires an initial budget for travel, office expenses, and salaried time to 
pursue this activity. 

4nothe: group of sponsors provided funding to the IBNA office in the 
mid 1970s Since design stage actiqrities were principally undertaken by 
IBO in Geneva, but with regional office consultation, IBNA was 
concerned more with administrative functions, Hence the foIIowing 
foundations were key organ~sational actors supporting IBNA during 
administration stage actie ties: 

Hegeler Institute (Blouke Carus nan-ed professional) US250 000 
Andrew Mellon Foundation (Harfan Hanson ed official! US330 000 
Exxon Educahon Foundation (Gil Nicol former ur~iv staff)US$75 000 
Geraldine Dodge Foundation USS5 000 
Alfred SIoan Foundation US$16 000 
Anderson & Company Foundation unknown 
hrew York Times Foundation unknown 
(Peterson 1987: 149). 
Where known, the actor who negotiated the funding is indicated in 
parentheses. 

Three influential factors operate in generd for the funding 
organisations: an educational interest (AD6) as a result of technically 
analysing (ADO the IB prcgram leading to an improvement of the 
economic context (8135) in which the project evolves. 

There is some diversity in the provenance of each for~ndation and the 
activities for which funding requests may be made. The following table 
is a summary of the foundations mentioned in this study, irdicating 
the area of action under which a request for IB funding was granted. 
This information was provided through direct correspondence with the 
foundations, except for the Anderson & Company Foundation which 
could not be located. The correspondence appears in the Bitdiography. 
The reader is reminded that a fuller description of each foundation is in 
Appendix 3 



Gu!benkian Foundation ed & x i m e  in Portugal :al abroad 

Ford Foundation international peace & security; 
international relations 

ZOthCcntury Fund international affairs 

WemerCren Foundation research in rienrcs of man from a 
moss-culh~ral pmspxtivc 

world peace de m r i t y  

Hegeler Institute 

higher ed, population ed & r e a r c h  
in US: "for establishing IBNA & 
e-*riding the IB mrrirvlum into EC 

vhts in the US k Canada" 

national projec& leading to 
significant advances in sec ed in tiS: 
"to improve scope % quality of tch 
training workshops & for production 
& distribution of course oii8ines io 

US: &uca!ion k basic pi-~iblms of 
society: "revision 61 expansion of IB 
natural e e n m  program" 

higher & sec Fd in US 

international cultural relations, 
demographic trends & resultant 

Funded 

h<r 5 Agnelli, Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in itaiy and 
an executive of the Agnelli Foundation, became a member of the IB 
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Council of Four~dation in 1986 and remains so today. 

The IBO and IBNA also had individual benefactors, some anonymous. 
The Shah of Iran (non-education professional) gave US$100 OfiO after 
Peteison's visit in 1973 and Dr Armand Hammer (non-education 
profes~ional) assisted IBNA in the late 1970s for a few years. Hammer 
later prov;Z:d sever.ral million US dollars for the W C  of the American 
West in Montezumn, New Mexlco which bears his name and opened in 
1482. Antonin Besse (non-educaiton professional) bought and donated 
St Donat's castle and land to Atlantic College in 1962. Since h t h  these 
'Jbl;Cs teach the IB only, Ber.se and Hammer therefore contributed 
indirectly to its expansion. While these individuals are not funding 
organisations their contributions are noteworthy 

Education Officids 

Feterson was involved during the execution stage as an education 
official (see Figure 127) - director of BE5 in 1945 and then of IBO from 
l967 to 1977 - acting far educational reasons confirmed by technical 
analysis of the program. Other education officials also appeared only in 
the implementation phase. When the contemporary history syllabus 
was mailed to education ministries around the world, curriculum 
experts (educahon officials) and other educators performed a technical 
analysis of the program and gave a favourable response (ADI). A 
number of elite education officials played important roles in the 
administration stage, 

Madame Hatinguais, inspectrice Genkrale of the French ministy- of 
education, supported an IB presentation at Shvres in 1964. Recteur 
Capelle became an ISES council member in 1965. Together they were 
two of the most senior and therefore most influential members of the 
French ministry of education hierarchy. Since the French education 
system was (and still is, but to a lesser extent) highly centralised in Paris, 
these two high-ranklng officials 'had authority and therefore ieverage 
over many other employees concerned with skate education in France. 
In this sense they operated in a political context (AD81 where they were 
persuasive elements. 

The pioneering education off~cial idealists were the ISES/IBO core 
professional staff - Renaud, Bonner and Peterson - all of whom saw the 
IB cont~ibuting to world peace (AD3). Renaud was particularly 
important for successfully influencing French ministry of education 
officials and he, with Feterson, as deputy-director and director of IBU 
respectively, asked the 18th General Conference of UNESCO in 1974 to 
take IBO under its control. 

Mayer of the Twntieth Century Fund and Bowles and Tylor of the Ford 
Foundation were education officials whose presence was due to an 
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economic factor (AD5): they were there to oversee the development of 
the IB project and the correct use of funds provided by their 
organisations Certainly, they were respected educationists (with 
university professorship backgrounds) and therefore were experts in 
education. Nevertheless, they came with the funding and would not 
have been involved otherwise. Piet Gathier, director-general of 
education in the Netherlands, persuaded his ministry of education to 
call the first inter-governmental conference in 1996 in The Hague. 
Gathier was influenced by the economic need (AD51 to procure 
sufficient on-going financial support for the IB project. 

The European Baccalaureate also created a supportive educational 
context for the IB vis-8-vis education officials in ministries of 
education. IBQ education officials were very much assisted and 
influenced in their administration by the rapid technological advances 
W-hich had occurred and were continuing to take place (AD9). A world- 
wide constituency of schaols requires sophisticated communications 
systems to undertake contact efficiently, swiftly and reliably, The advent 
of the fax machine, photocopiers and satellite telecommunications 
have enabled the IBO to continually improve its seivices. This is a far 
cry from the days of the firs: CIS meetings in 1949 and the 1950s where 
confirmation iri writing took so long by post, sufficient carbon copies of 
minutes of meetings were difficult to procure and last-minute changes 
were almost i~i~possible to convey in time to participants, or from 
participants to the organising committee. 

Dr Harlan Hmson, director of Advanced Placement for the College 
Enbance Examination Board in the US, joined the ISES CounciI in 1965 
and, as an education official, played an important role in promulgating 
the IB to universities in the USA. At Peterson's request he accompanied 
him to the Ford Foundation when they were able to clinch the US$300 
000 grant in 9.eptember 1965. Wanson and the other e x ~ ~ i n a t i o n  board 
directors for the &err.ch Baccalaureate, Oxlard-Cambridge examinations, 
and the Swiss Federal Maturitb were brought together for the first time 
at the 1967 9vres meeting (hosted by Madame Hatinguais) to discuss 
assessment and levels of achievement in an international context. 
These education officials were involved for educational reasons. "The 
problem of university access for internationally mobile students was 
educationally interesting and I could see the necessity for the X 0  
itfanson interview 1992). 

These education officials were all newcomers except Renaud and 
Bonner who had been teachers during the problem definition stage and 
became education officials when they joined ISES and IBO. 

Education officials directly involved at the execution stage were IB 
examiners working for ministries of education; technical analysis (ADI) 
oC the IB program had influenced them into taking an active 
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educational interest (AD6) in the trial examination procedures both as 
providers of examination papers and correctors of scripts and oral tests. 
A number of these examiners were inspectors in the French ministry of 
education. There were, then, a number of education officials acting 
during the administration stage who were no longer directly involved 
in the execution of the IB program and they had, in most cases, done 
the necessary groundwork for the execution stage to proceed. 

UNESCO 

UNESCO !United Nations Educational Scientific and CulNrai 
Organisation) was fo-mded in 1945 with its headquarters in Paris to 
promote international intellectual cooperation in education, science 
and culture This organisation not only provided funding but also 
considerable secretarial support particularly daring the formation 
phase I! also granted affiliated stafus of Non Government Organisation 
(NGO) to 
. the ISA - Category B (information and consultative relations) in 1966; 

. the IBO - Category C (mutual information) in 1970 moving up to 
Category B in 1975. 

As an organisational actor in international affairs UNESCO was second 
only to ths LW. Some UNESCO employees were important actors in 
the E3 policy process, Dr Cheng CPd-Pao, acting head of UhTESCO's 
Education Division, opened the 1949 meeting of Principals of 
internationally-Minded Schools. In 1949 Mr P Martin of the Social 
Sciences Department of UNESCO was a close acquaintance of Pickard, 
board chairman of the Interzational School of Geneva and founder of 
ISA in 1751. Martir, received minutes of CIS meetings to inform him of 
the existence and needs of internationally minded schools. Leo Femig, 
assistant director-general was also an important contact for 
Leach during the problem definition and aggregation stages; he later 
was acting director-general of the International School of Gen2r.a in 
1981. 

Figdre 12.8 shows UNESCO involvement during four srages: problem 
definition IABlI, aggregation (AB21, design fAB5) and administration 
(AM). UNESCO sponsorship during the probiem defini~oion and 
aggregation stages of the formation phase is indicated in Table 12.5. 

Soonsorshi~ Action 

kturers  - study of univ entrance 
rquimnents 
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1949 Inaugural C15 rnehttg secretar~al assmance, venue (UNESCO 

Houze, Paris), agreement to mnvene an 
annrlal neettng of CIS; annual contracts 
related to teacher profwional develoyrrznt; 
consultative presence 

ernat~onal Edueatron - to difcuss & 
define intemtional education 

1951 Establrshent of ISA at UNESCO House, Parir numerous contracts 
rrlated m int &/[B over many years; 
consultattve presence 

Table T2.5 LJXESCO Sponsorship During the Formation Phase 

It was Kees Boeke of the Children's Community School in Holland 
who broached the need for an international diploma when he wrote to 
UNESCO in 1948. At the same time UNESCO had launched a project on 
the mutual appreciation between Eastern and U'estern cultures which 
was in line with ir.tercultural understanding and international 
curricula that Boeke wanted to promote. Hence, UNESCO became 
involved for cutfurat (AD71 and political (ADS) reasons - politicatly the 
aim of the organisation was to improve international relations and 
awareness in education, science and culture. 

UNESCO was involved in the formation of four 2ggregations: the CIS, 
the ISA and the two conferences for teachers in 1950 and 1%2 (see Table 
12.5). Each of these groups were established to address international 
education issues which led to the motion from the 1962 conference to 
launch an international contemporary history program with a view to 
extending this to other subjects. The formation of each aggregation is 
analysed as sub-policy processes in Chapter 6 using the conceptual 
fraxework of the study. In the first thee of these aggregations i,?rESCO 
played a decisive role and was supportive for the 1962 conference of 
teachers of social studies Deasive because UNESCO took the decision 
to support the first meeting of what then became the CIS by sending 
invitations and providing secretarial assistance and a venue. Similzrly 
for the Course for Teachers Interested in bternational Education of 
1950, the C15 executive decided on the basis of UNESCO support to 
organise and partly fund the conference. The ISA was inaugurated [in 
1951) thanks to UNESCO's decision to again provide a venue, 
secretarial, financial and consultative support. While the Conference of 
Teachers of Social Studies in International Schools (1962) was decided 
upon by the ISA and would have almost certainly gone ahead 
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Figure 12.8 f he :nvolvement of UNESCO Across Policy Process Stages and 
the Factors that InRuenced this Involvement 



, 
provided secretarial assistance and funding. UNESCO W& not, 
however, involved in the decision by ISA to proceed with an 
international diploma and therefore d c e  not appear in Figure 12.8 
during the decision or the agenda setting stages; the ISA decision 
makers were not depending on UNESCO (although they did later) for 
financial assistance - they had the example of the Ford Foundation's 
grant to UNIS for international curriculum development as a possible 
funding source. 

At each of these aggregations representatives of the UhTESCO Educztion 
Division were present. As a powerful, prestigious international 
organisation, UNESCDs imprimatur gave much credibility, moral 
support and enthusiasm to these groups. UNESL'O was influenced by 
the same factors, cultural and political, -#hen it so decisively supported 
the creation of the four aggregations. 

Durlng the design stage small contracts were issued to ISES/IBO to 
assist with curriculum development work under two major UNESCO 
projects, the first of which lasted for many years: the Mutual 
Appreciation of Eastern and Western Cultures (begun in 1948) and the 
Coordination of Academic Standards and Curricula Among 
International Schools (begun in 1963). In February 1963 the 
contemporary history syllabus developed by Leach and his teachers was 
printed by UNESCO under the former project. In addition, individual 
contracts relating to program design were granted; for example for a 
nutritional science curriculum (19771, development of assessment 
procedures (1977), review of existin ; maths syllabi and proposals for 
change (1979). UNESCO 'S interest bec'me more technically educational 
(ADS) and cultural (AD71 and much less political during the design 
stage as indicated in Figure 12.8. The design of the IF3 program was an 
educational and cultural matter - cultural because eack subject had to 
have a multifultural perspective. An international program has an 
educational content shaped by the number of cultural perspectives 
from which material is drawn; hence educational and cultural factors 
are inextricably interwoven in the program design stage. 

LINESCO supported program design over a number of years. During 
the administration stage, IBO wanted to obtain long-term financial 
support from UNESCO which had shown such an interest in 
international education from 1948. For ideological (ADl), mlhra l  
(AD71 and political (AD81 reasons the organisation did not take over 
the IB project. Idm1ogically, politically and culturally it was wedded to 
improving international re!ations and peace through education, science 
and culture by assisting, in part+cular, developing countries to 
ameliorate their situation. In the field of education UNESCO would 
have left itself open to criticism by member governments had it 
sponsored 1 educational project originating from the rather exclusive 
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International School of Geneva and destined, at least in those early 
days, for internationally mobile students, that is, for those in good 
economic and social circumstances who could "afford to globe trot". It 
would have b e n  difficult to politically justify aiding the a l~eady 
privileged when these were millions of children in developing 
countries who could not read or write. Hence the political, ideological 
and culfrt-a1 context which gave birth to UNESCO was the same context 
which p v e n t e d  it from underwriting an"elitistl' program as some 
called it Polihcatly UNESCO had to be careful and probably made the 
right decision. 

The establishment of a secure financial base was a major csnsideration 
at the administration stage and UNESCO had seemed to be the obvious 
funding source for an international education project. During the 
administration stage UNESCO's main action was not to take over the II3 
project and the IBC) for the reasons mentioned above. 

Non-education Professionafs 

These actors participated significantly in only three of the seven stages - 
problem dei~nit~on, agenda setting and administration - as Figure 12.9 
shows During the problem definition stage Dr Van Woutte was a 
lawyer who c~ founded  the European Schools in 1957. Courses leading 
to the European Baccalaureate were taught is, these schools in the 
languages of the European Community (EC!. The European 
Baccalaureate was (and still is) a common examination accepted by 
universities of the participdting countries. Van Houtte was an actor 
principally influenced by the problems of university access across EC 
countries as more families crossed the >orders of Europe in the 
economic and social optimism after ike Second World War - a 
demographic factor (AD7). 

Many non-education professionals employed b j  the League of Nations, 
the UN and multi-national companies (o- companies which were in 
the pmccss of establishing offices overseas) were also transferred 
around the globe in the post World War Two boom. The rapid 
iniernalionaiisation of companies and the UN would not have been 
effective without the technological advances in transport and 
telecommunications fAD9). 

Atlantic College was a schml to spesifically bring students iogether 
from ali parts of the world regardless of race, religion or colnur. It was 
inspired by Kurt Hahn, headmaster, while Antonin Besue, Sir Laurance 
Darvall and Rear-Admiral Desrnond Hoare were business, political and 
defence people respectively wha actively supported the project as they 
be!ieved that a peaceful world must be achieved (AD3). Antonin Besse 
had bought St Donat's medieval castle and donaked it as  the premises 
for Atlantic Cdlege lBesse interview 1992). 
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Non-education professionals formed no aggregations but som- 
diplomats representing the Arab Unlteu Republic proposed at the 
IJriESCO 1962 General Conference that "interchangeable curricula 
amongst countries" be p1aced on UNESCO's agenda. This was a political 
intervention as Figure 12.9 AD8 represents. UNESCO subsequently gave 
a number of small contracts to ISA to investigate this and similar ideas. 
The Arab United Republic proposal may have assisted or confirmed 
UNESCO's continued interest in the I5  project. NO other mn-  
education professionals (as distinct from parents) participated in thk 
stage nor in the decision and design stages. 

During the administration stage a number of non-education 
professionals assisted in the marketing and general acceptance of the IB. 
Georges-Henri Martin contacted Twentieth Century Fund in 1963 to 
make them aware of the ISA proposal concerning an international 
diploma. Martin was editor of the Tribune de Genhe, a trustee of the 
Twentieth Century Fund and had h e n  a member of the board of the 
International School of Geneva, In May 1965 Gmrmaghtigh (now 
classified as a non-education professional) welcomed U Thant to the 
International School of Geneva. In 1967 Hampton, director of CERPJ, 
offered to have the IB validated by member states of his organisation. In 
1970 U Thant gave the opening address to the ISA Annual Conference 
in New 'fork. Goonnaghtigh, president of the IBO Council, did much to 
market the 1% at gor7ernrnent and diplomatic level. For example, in 
Mav 1974 he attended a meeting of European ministries of education in 
Surharest. 

For the first 1% inter-governmental conference in 1976 in the Hague, the 
Netherlands ministe; for education sent out the invitations at the 
instigation of Piet Gathier, director-general of education (education 
offic~al) The second inter-governmental IB conference in 1971 in 
London was called bv the Snetary  of State b r  Education and Science. 
HRH the Prince of wales opened the conference; Mo~mtbatten and 
other high-ranking diplomats and politicians were present. On a 
aotion from Goormaghtigh the Standing Conference of Governments 
(KC)  was formed. The annual membership fee  was fixed at US$15 000 
to im. Goormaghtigh and the non-education professional 
representatives of their couniries were acting first for economic reasons 
(ADS) to assist the financing of the 1B Office, but concerns about world 
peace (A53) and intercultural understanding ( A D 8  were also 
contributory factors 

In North America 'Blouke Carus was having a positive impact on the 
promoticn of the IB. He was chairman of Open Court publishing house 
and a trustee of the Hegeler Institute. As a non-education professional 
he was interested in reforming education in the USA and had 
organised seminars i t  ufhirh people of repute spoke on this subjecr. 
Carus was particularly z~tearsted in the appreciation of the printed 
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therefore, not considered although it is likely that actors' idmlogies may 
have been altered as a result of IB adoption which created new interests 
and therefore reshaped beliefs and values. Likewise the effect of I 3  
adoption on technical analysis is not discussed as it was a function (not 
a context) performed by actors before a decision was made to accept the 
program. 

Figure 13.1 is a visual summary of the above discussion. It represents in 
systems model form the effect that execution of the iB  program had on 
the environmental factors which contributed to its development. 

Influential Factors and the Conceptuaf Framework 

Figures 13.2 to 13.11 are verticai slices of the conceptual framework 
providing a visual representation of the influence of environmental 
and other factors across stsges of the policy process and upon actors. In 
keeping with the conceptual framework discussed in Chapter 3, these 
figures maintain the same geometric perspective and mgle of vision; 
they have, therefore, a mirror image orientation with respect to Figures 
32.1 to 12.9 of Chapter 12 representing the involvement of actors across 
pol~cy process stages. The tripartite interdependence of the matrix of 
Chapter 3 - policy process stages, actors, influentid factors - is respected 
as cubic spaces are filled only when all three charaEteristiss are active. 
Here, influential factors are the constant. 

For each of Figures 13.2 to 13.11 the occurrence of a number of cubic 
spaces at a particular stage indicates the diversity of actors playing a 
major role - actors who are influenced by environmental or other 
factors. This is not an indication that the influential factor was more 
prevalent at one stage than 3t another, that is, the relative influence of a 
factor or. different stages is nat shown. For example, in Figure 13.6 
feconomic context) one cubic space appears for the design stage (AB5). 
This d w s  not mean that the economic context was less important 
during tkis stage than during the administration stage (AB6) where 
four cubic spaces are hatched in. It indicates that, during the design 
stage, fne only actors to be greatly influenced by economic 
considerakions ?:ere fending orgttrisations (ACS) while four types of 
actors were affected by this factor during the administration stage: 
headmasters (ACI), funding organisations(AC6), education officials 
(AC7) and non-education professionals (AC9). 

Hence, the economic context influenced more categories of actors 
during the administration stage than during the design stage, but the 
intensity of the influence for a particular set of actors at any policy 
process stage is assumed to be similar. The influence of each factor 
across policy pimess stages is now discussed. 



column. The official F&ition(;) held are listed and evidence af 
participation in pubiic life is indicated. There is no attempt t o  arrive at 
gradations of leverage. The reader would be able to create a hierarchy 
according to the office held by each actor; this, however, i s  not always 
indicative of the degree of influence. A person in high office may 
influence those over whom he has authority, but for reasons of 
personality or competence may not hwe  much impact ou!side his area 
of authority. In fact the  position^ occupied by the actors in Table 12.5 
include royal and diplomatic functions which imply a very wide area of 
leverage Gdesd; i t  is difficult to refuse a rcyal suggestion or request! Fob 
example, Lord Mountbatten, the last Supreme Allied Commander of 
World Wai- Two with an international reputation which was legend in 
his own time, iirmIv rallied many influential people to the cause of IE 
and !AVC: '"0 heab ~f state or minister of education, cornered at  a 
government reception or private dinner party, had much chance of 
escape" (Peterson 1357: 11%). 
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T ~ b l e  72,6 Aspects of Leverage for Selected Nqn-educatian Prof~ssionals 

As a group, non-education profesjionals were the most influential. For 
consistency of action over the formative years of the IB and the E30 
from 1962 to 1978, Goormaghtigh and Mountbatten stand out. They 
ensuxed that people in ir:portant diplomatic, political, economic and 
academic circles. initially in Europe and the USA and then world-wide, 
knew of their enthusiasm for the I8 project. 

Amongst all the other classifications of actors four individuals with 
leverage stand out: Cole-Baker (headmaster), Leach (teacher), Peterson 

l 
,' ~headrndster, ~nivsrsity stdf, education officizl) and Renaad (teacher, 

educakior, official). The attributes of their intluence have been discussed 
in this chapter. Madame Hatinguais and Recteur Capelle, high-ranking 
education officials in the French minishy of education, had excellent 
academic reputations and therefore respect in France. Their leverage 
vis-h- is French ministrj employees in head office administration, 
universities and schools was important. 

This chapter began with an explanation that the number of cubic spaces 

I number of actors but represents thedrversify of factors influencing 
actor behaviour. Some actors change categories as their situation alters 

I and provide links between policy process stages as individuals rather 
than as members of a single category. 
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Xndividuds within each of the categories of actors are then discussed: 
headmasters, teachers, parents, students, university staff, funding 
orgallisatians, education officials, UT\ITStO, non-education 
professionals. 

The analysis endeavours to identify the length of involvement of 
particular actors, the extent io which they provide continuity 
throughout the policv process, and the factors which influenced their 
participation, A num'hr of funding organisations are discussed along 
with their individual rationale for granting financial assistance to the 
IBO. Some private hnefactors are included. UNESCWs funding and 
supportive mle is heat& in a separate section. The degree of leverage of 
individual actors is explored as appropriate, particularly in the section 
dealing with non-education professionals, and reputation, pasiijan and 
social participation are taken into accaunt. 

Conclusions from this discussion appear in Chapter 14. 




